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Abstract
Leshchinsky, B., and M.L. Russell. 2016. Mobile Anchors for Cable Yarding Systems.
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR.

Cable yarding systems (also sometimes known as skyline yarding systems) are a
versatile means for transporting materials in mountainous terrain in situations
that do not allow for conventional harvesting methods such as ground skidding or
shovel-logging. Adequate ground anchors are necessary for the safe operation of
cable yarding systems. Anchored guylines stabilize the yarding tower enabling the
safe transport of payloads. Typically, the anchors employed in these operations are
available stumps or trees. Where adequate stumps or trees are not available, a variety of alternative anchors can be applied. These includes buried deadman anchors,
log decks, engineered earth anchors, rock bolts, and mobile equipment anchors such
as bulldozers or skidders.
This report provides an overview of cable yarding systems and the various anchoring systems that can be used to support them. The report describes mobile anchors
in detail and presents the results of a series of physical load tests used to evaluate
their stability. An analytical design solution for mobile anchor capacity based on
force equilibrium analyses is presented.
The information presented herein, including mobile anchor testing and analysis, is
intended to serve as an instructive document outlining safe guidelines and considerations for implementation of mobile anchor systems. The intent is that this report
and the field guide will expedite forest operations, reduce timber harvesting costs
and, most importantly, protect workers involved in cable yarding operations.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Yarding Systems Overview
All timber harvests need some means of “yarding,”
that is, transporting the cut logs to a location where
they can be loaded on trucks for delivery to market.
Different yarding systems are most effective on different slopes and in different situations. Figure 1‑1
indicates the various systems and their optimum
slope use.

Cable yarding systems (also sometimes known as
skyline yarding systems) are a versatile means for
transporting timber in mountainous terrain in situations that do not allow for conventional timber harvesting methods such as ground skidding or shovellogging. There are varieties of cable yarding systems

involving different equipment and rigging arrangements. Two typical cable yarding systems are shown
on Figure 1‑2 and Figure 1‑3. As shown, cable yarding typically requires anchored guyline supports to
maintain stability of yarding towers and also “tailhold” anchors at the opposite end of the skyline.

1.2. What is an anchor?

An anchor is an object that provides resisting, reaction forces to tensile loads in the skyline system
cables. For most anchors, resistance comes primarily from mobilized shear strength of surrounding
ground (soil or rock). For some anchors, such as mobile equipment anchors, the weight of the anchoring
object (e.g. the dozer or yarder) contributes the pri-

Figure 1‑1 Various yarding systems and their optimum slopes (Studier and Binkley, 1974).
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Figure 1‑2 Typical double drum uphill skyline yarding system.

Figure 1‑3 Typical downhill running skyline yarding system.

2

mary resistance. This report focuses primarily on the
load-carrying capacity of mobile anchors, also known
as “machine anchors” or “equipment anchors.” However, for background purposes, a broad overview of
the various anchoring systems commonly used for
cable yarding is presented herein. Recommendations
and guidelines for cable yarding system anchoring
and rigging are provided in various sources including Oregon-OSHA (2010), Studier and Binkley (1974),
Pyles et al. (1991), Safe Work Australia (2013), and
others.

Since all anchors derive at least some of their ability
to resist cable tension from their interaction with the
ground, the type of soil, condition of soil (dry or wet),
and density of soil are critical to anchoring capacity.
For instance, anchors in soft clays or loose sands will
provide less resistance than the equivalent anchor
in stiff clays or dense sands. Similarly, an anchor in
a wet, saturated soil will generally provide less resistance than the equivalent anchor in the same soil
when it is in a dry state. The variation in anchoring
effectiveness for various soil conditions is discussed
in more detail in this report.

1.3. Anchor Types

Anchors for cable yarding systems can come in a variety of forms, including stumps or trees, dead weight
from heavy equipment or decked logs, buried deadman anchors, engineered soil anchors, or rock anchors. The most common type of anchoring system
for cable yarding is connection to stumps or trees.
In recent times, shorter stand rotations and younger
or smaller adjacent timber stands have reduced the
availability of suitable stumps or trees for safe and
reliable anchoring. Other constraints such as property boundaries can also restrict the availability of
competent stumps to serve as anchors. Furthermore,
trees and stumps have the disadvantage that their

Figure 1‑4 Typical cable logging yarding tower.

load capacity is highly variable and their use especially depends on the professional judgment of experienced personnel. Therefore, there is a need for
alternate anchoring mechanisms, particularly with
changing forestry practices. All anchors other than
stumps and trees are often collectively referred to
as “substitute” anchors in the timber industry and
literature.
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2. Overview of Anchor Types and Designs
2.1. Stump or Tree Anchors
Stumps are by far the most common anchoring type
for cable yarding systems (see Figure 2‑1). They are
advantageous because they are generally abundant
and inexpensive. Typically, stump anchors are notched
to sufficiently retain the attached cable. Tree anchors
are typically less desirable than stump anchors due to
the risk of falling hazard if the anchor fails.

2.1.1. Stump Anchor Guidelines

The load carrying capacity of stumps depends on:
•• Species

•• Tree size (DBH)
•• Age of stump

•• Soil and geology

•• Exposure (wind, precipitation, aspect and sunlight)

Load carrying capacity of stump anchors cannot be
readily predicted because of the inherent variability in rooting structure, rate or degree of decay and
complex geometry. However, some general trends
can be noted for stump anchor capacity, particularly
increasing anchor capacity with diameter at breast
height (DBH). Besides the capacity of the stump itself,
adequate connection of the cable to a given stump is
critical along with the associated rigging arrangements, which can include backup stumps and/or multiple stump anchors with block-and-tackle equipment
to evenly distribute loads during operation. Studier
and Binkley (1974) give the following general rules
for the load-carrying capacity of stump anchors:
1. Stump holding capacity tends to increase with
soil depth.
2. Stump holding capacity tends to increase with
soil density.
3. Stump holding capacity tends to decrease with
increasing soil moisture.

4. Stump holding capacity increases approximately
with the square of the stump diameter.
5. Stump holding capacity is greater on uphill pulls
than on downhill pulls (see Figure 2‑2)

Oregon-OSHA (2010) provides the following guidance about the capacity of stump anchors:

1. Douglas-fir is the preferred species for anchoring, but white pine or hemlock are also adequate
when available. Other trees, including spruce,
cedar and hardwood varieties should be avoided
unless tiebacks or sufficient multiple supports
are available.
Figure 2‑1 Typical stump anchor in Oregon.
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2. The anchoring capacity of a stump is a function of
the cross-sectional area of a tree, but may be affected by soil, tree species, and direction of cable pull.

Figure 2‑2 Stump with uphill pull will give greater load resistance than the stump with downhill pull (adapted from Studier
and Binkley, 1974).

3. Stump anchors should be loaded to the expected working load before relying on them during
operation.

4. Guyline angles should be limited to less than 50 degrees from the horizontal plane as larger angles can
put large buckling loads on yarding tower systems.

5. Anchor spacing should be as even as possible
(particularly for guylines) to avoid irregular loading of guyline anchors and add redundancy. When
using multiple anchors, ensure balanced load between stumps.
6. All anchors should be inspected at least once a day.

2.1.2. Load Capacity of Individual Stump Anchors

Stump diameter has been reported as one of the most
important factors in stump anchor capacity. Stoupa
(1984) reported that the ultimate capacity of Douglasfir stumps with 12 to 15 inch diameters and a cable
load placed at rigging height of trees and stumps in
deep, well-drained soils was approximately:
Ultimate Capacity (lb) = 260 (DBH in inches)2

Figure 2-3 A failed stump anchor.

Stump loading tests conducted in the early 1990s
on second growth Douglas-fir and western hemlock
stumps (Pyles and Stoupa 1987; Pyles et al, 1991)
demonstrated typical load-displacement curves for
trees under cable loading, demonstrating larger resistances when displacements were relatively small,
but presenting less added resistance as loads increased past the yield of the rooting system (Figure
2-4). Also presented were the results of a series of
stump pull-out tests, which showed correlations be-
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that the ultimate load capacity for Douglas-fir and
western hemlock stumps, respectively, were:
Ultimate Capacity (lb) = 261 D1.98
Ultimate Capacity (lb) = 304 D1.81
The exponential relationship of stump capacity with
DBH was corroborated by more tests, including those
from Parker (2001) who noted similar behavior in
old-growth Douglas-fir stumps.

tween capacity (ultimate load) and stump diameter
(DBH) for Douglas-fir and western hemlock stumps
(Figures 2-5 and 2-6). Pyles et al. (1991) determined

Multiple stumps can be used where a single stump
anchor is not predicted to have sufficient holding
capacity. The selected method by which multiple
stumps are rigged together for anchoring (Figure
2-7) affects the efficiency and capacity of the stump
group. It should be understood that rigging practices can greatly affect anchor performance. Poor rigging can render anchors unsafe. Kimbell (1981) discusses the friction between steel cables and stumps
and the safety effects of cables in notched stump
anchors.

Figure 2-5 Ultimate lateral load test results for Douglas-fir stumps
(adapted from Pyles et al, 1991).

Figure 2-6 Ultimate lateral load test results for western hemlock
stumps (adapted from Pyles et al, 1991).

Figure 2-4 Typical load versus stump movement schematic for
loaded stump anchors.
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Figure 2-7 High stump anchor (Sessions, 2015).

2.2. Buried Deadmen Anchors
2.2.1. Introduction
Buried deadmen anchors are typically strong, bulky
and heavy objects that anchor a cable beneath the
ground surface, typically buried at a suitable depth
to mobilize soil resistance to cable tension. The anchor object is often a large log, logs bundled together,
a concrete barrier, blocks, or other available large
heavy object. One of the main advantages of buried
deadman anchors is that local materials (i.e. logs)
may be used. Buried deadman anchors can be engineered based on soil properties and properties of the
wood (for logs) or the deadman material of choice.
Disadvantages of buried deadmen anchors include
that they need significant excavation and excavation
equipment, access to the deadman site by excavation
equipment, backfill, space, and are fixed in location.
Furthermore, they need to be designed for not only
pullout from the ground, but breakage from localized
cable loading. Deadman anchoring capacity can be
improved by:

•• Deeper Burial: Soil resistance, the main resisting
factor for buried deadmen, increases exponentially with increasing depth due to lengthened soil
shear resistance and larger overburden stresses
confining the deadman. However, this may be difficult in soils that are hard to excavate safely or
when bedrock is shallow.

•• Lower Angle of Pull: Lowering the angle of pull
increases the mobilized resistance within the
shearing, resisting soil. Placing deadmen with an
upslope angle of pull also increases resistance as
the weight of the passively resisting soil increases.
•• Increase Size of Deadman: Increasing deadman size
increases the dead weight of the buried anchor,
providing more direct resistance, and also provides a larger surface area to mobilize soil shear
resistance. However, one must consider that shear
or flexure of the deadman, or cable rupture can be
of concern when soil resistance is ample.

2.2.2. Log Deadmen

Buried log deadmen anchoring systems typically consist of a single log with the cable wrapped around it
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and buried in a trench the approximate size of the log
(Figure 2-8). Prellwitz (1974), Lee (1977), and Prellwitz and Lee (1977), described and evaluated them in
detail. They concluded that the capacity of buried log
deadmen depends on the log length (L), log diameter
(d), strength of the wood, burial depth, soil weight,
and soil strength. Log deadmen can fail by one of three
mechanisms: flexure (bending), shear, and pullout.

The direction of pull on the log and burial depth
along with the ground geometry (such as proximity to descending slopes) also affect log deadman
anchor capacity (Figure 2-9 through Figure 2-14).
To achieve maximum anchor capacity, the trench
should be excavated such that it is oriented at 90
degrees to the pull direction and has vertical walls.
The cable exit should be excavated to prevent the

Figure 2-8 Typical log deadman anchor (Oregon-OSHA, 2010).

Figure 2-9 Effects of pull direction on log deadman anchors
(Prellwitz & Lee, 1977).
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Figure 2-10 Effects of burial variations on log deadman anchors
(Prellwitz & Lee, 1977).

CHART NO. 1 CORRECTION FOR PULL DIRECTION

+60°

+55°

-ExampleIF SAFE WORKING LOAD (P) IS 50 KIPS
(USE 1-1/4 INCH DIAM. EX.-IMP. PLOW
STEEL CABLE) AND IF THE DIRECTION OF PULL
ON DEADMAN IS UPWARD (+Θ) AT 50%: FIND
CORRECTION FACTOR OF 2.61 FROM CHART NO. 1.
USE CORRECTED (P) = 50 KIPS X 2.61 =
130 KIPS IN CHART 2A OR 2B TO DETERMINE
LOG DIMENSIONS FOR DEADMAN.

+50°
+45°
+40°
+35°
+30°

VERTICAL (P)

+25°
+20°
+15°
HORIZONTAL (P)

+Θ
-Θ
0°

-15°
-20°
-25°
-30°

Figure 2-11 Correction for Pull Direction (Prellwitz & Lee, 1977).
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cable from bending and lifting the deadman anchor
vertically (Prellwitz 1974). Prellwitz and Lee (1977)
gave design nomographs for log deadmen in both
granular soils (Figure 2-12) and cohesive soils (Figure 2-13).

2.2.3. Precast Concrete Deadmen (Jersey Barriers)

Buried deadmen anchors may be made using concrete “Jersey Barriers” or “K-rails.” These are not lo-

cally available materials but are fairly common on
highways and may be readily available at some logging sites. The principles and limitations of buried
concrete deadmen are essentially the same as those
for buried log deadmen. However, the increased
weight, resistance to flexure, and shear resistance of
jersey barriers presents a more reliable (and quantifiable) material to resist loading than log deadmen.
They must, however, be transported to the site.

CHART NO. 2A GRANULAR SOILS - (P) CORRECTED VS. DEADMAN LOG DIMENSIONS
(for use with Inorganic Silt, Sand and Gravel above the watertable)
SOIL DENSITY

STANDARD*
PENETRATION
RESISTANCE

FIELD ESTIMATE USING 1/2 IN.
REBAR

VERY LOOSE

0-4

EASILY PENETRATED PUSHED
BY HAND.

LOOSE

5 - 10

FIRM

11 - 20

VERY FIRM

21 - 30

DENSE

31 - 50

EASILY PENETRATED DRIVEN WITH
5 LB. HAMMER.

PENETRATED A FOOT DRIVEN WITH
5 LB. HAMMER.

* MEASURED WITH 1.4 IN. I.D. 2 IN. O.D. SAMPLER DRIVEN 1 FT. BY 140
LB. HAMMER FALLING 30 INCHES.

Figure 2-12 Design nomograph log deadman anchors in granular soils (Prellwitz & Lee, 1977).
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CHART NO. 2B CLAYEY SOILS - (P) CORRECTED VS. DEADMAN LOG DIMENSIONS
(for use with Inorganic Clays above the watertable)
SOIL
STRENGTH

STANDARD*
PENETRATION
RESISTANCE

FIELD ESTIMATE

VERY SOFT

0-1

SQUEEZES BETWEEN FINGERS
WHEN FIST IS CLOSED.

SOFT

2-4

EASILY MOLDED BY FINGERS.

FIRM

5-8

MOLDED BY STRONG PRESSURE
OF FINGER.

STIFF

9 - 15

DENTED BY STRONG PRESSURE
OF FINGERS.

VERY STIFF

15 - 30

DENTED ONLY SLIGHTLY BY
STRONG FINGER PRESSURE.

HARD

OVER 30

DENTED ONLY SLIGHTLY BY
PENCIL POINT.

* MEASURED WITH 1.4 IN. I.D. 2 IN. O.D. SAMPLER DRIVEN 1 FT. BY 140
LB. HAMMER FALLING 30 INCHES.
(qu = unconfined compressive strength)

Figure 2-13 Design nomograph for log deadman anchors in cohesive soils (from Prellwitz & Lee, 1977).
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CHART NO. 3 DEADMAN BURIAL
3A - Spur Road, Level Ground, or Ground Sloping Upward in Direction of Pull

X d = Total Trench Depth (d = log diameter)

3B - Ground Sloping Downward in Pull Direction
6
Example
If log mid diameter selected from
chart 2A is 32 Inches, and burial is
to be 25% sideslope sloping down
ward in direction of mull. Minimum
trench depth = 3D = 3(32) = 8 ft.

5
% Slope

4

Gr
d

3

2

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Percent Slope (%)
Figure 2-14 Charts for effect of trench depth and setback (Prellwitz & Lee, 1977).
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H

ou

nd

line

Minimum Burial
H = 2d + 4d (%slope/100)

P

2.3. Engineered Ground Anchors
2.3.1. Introduction to Engineered Ground Anchors
There are a wide variety of commercially available
engineered ground anchors. Engineered anchors are
typically proprietary designs and have a direct material cost associated with them (as opposed to stumps
or deadman logs which are no-cost, on-site materials). However, engineered ground anchors have the
following advantages:

portant. The uplift capacity of friction anchors is a
function of the number of anchors used in the system,
depth of embedment, soil conditions, and shape of the
shaft. NAVFAC (1986) provides guidance on design of
driven friction piles and uplift friction anchors.
Helical and multi-helical anchors are a common type
of friction anchor that also uses passive soil resistance to uplift and cable loading (Figure 2-16). Helical
anchors are typically augered into place with heavy,

•• They can be engineered to specific site soil or rock
conditions.

•• They can be usually installed in spaces with more
limited access than deadman anchors.
•• They can often be proof-tested using installation
equipment for pull-out loads.
Disadvantages include:

•• Expense can be prohibitive.

•• Anchors are often permanently fixed to a location
after installation.

•• Installation often requires proprietary equipment
and potentially prohibitive access to the installation site(s) depending on installation equipment
requirements.

Figure 2-15 Typical driven friction earth anchor displaying
frictional resistance.

Engineered anchors may consist of friction anchors
or passive earth anchors. Friction anchors function
by mobilizing friction from the surrounding soil along
the length of the anchor. Passive anchors function by
mobilizing passive resistance (the large weight and
frictional resistance of the soil in between the anchor
and ground surface in the direction of pull) as a primary means of resisting cable loading.

2.3.2. Friction and Helical Anchors

Engineered friction earth anchors are typically driven or augered into place, relying on the skin friction
between the anchor and the soil, similar to friction
piles (Figure 2-15). Friction anchors are a reasonable
option when minimizing surface disturbance is im-

Figure 2-16 Typical multi-helical earth anchor displaying
frictional and passive forces.
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hydraulic torque equipment, and are usually set up as
individual anchors but sometimes as multiple anchor
systems if loading can be irregular or more anchor
capacity is needed. The uplift capacity of a helical anchor system is a function of the number of anchors
used in the system, anchor depth of embedment, soil
conditions, and shape of the shaft and helix. FEMA
(2009) provides typical capacities of helical anchors
in soils for wet and dry conditions.

2.3.3. Passive Earth Anchors

Passive earth anchors rely on passive soil pressure
to resist uplift of a relatively wide steel member (a
plate) that is attached to a cable and driven into the
ground that connects to the skyline tailhold or guyline cable (see Figure 2-17).

These anchoring systems, sometimes called “tipping
plate” or “soil toggle” anchors, are typically attached
to a cable and driven to a desired depth, then the attached cable is pulled in tension so that the plate rotates perpendicular to the angle of pull, roughly 90
degrees. This action creates a wide surface that di-

rectly resists the pull of the cable with the passive
resistance of the overlying soil, similar to buried
deadmen anchors. Passive anchor systems and their
respective installation techniques vary, but many are
driven into the ground directly, or with a pilot hole
to ease installation. Passive earth anchors typically
do not require much excavation for successful installation but may require machine access based on the
type of installation equipment.

The feasibility and capacity of passive earth anchors
are highly dependent on soil conditions. Passive earth
anchors are not practical in rocky or heavily rooted
soils driving them into place is difficult. When installation is feasible, the load-carrying capacity of passive earth anchors varies directly with soil strength,
therefore anchors in soft, saturated and/or loose
soils may have limited load capacity. Weaker soils
typically require deeper or wider anchor installation,
resulting in more material or installation expense.
Passive anchors, like all engineered anchoring systems, are advantageous from a reliability standpoint
as these anchoring systems can be “proof-tested”
conveniently following installation by reversing the
same installation drive system used to fix them and
measuring tensile resistance. This technique was
illustrated by a series of instrumented load tests
on tipping plate anchors conducted by the U.S. Forest Service (Littlejohn, 1979), resulting in detailed
guidelines for design and installation (Copstead and
Studier, 1979).

2.3.4. Picket Anchors

Figure 2-17 Typical tipping plate passive earth anchor.
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Picket anchors are posts, pegs, modified steel ‘H’ piles
or large stakes driven into the ground to provide
passive resistance to guylines or skylines (Workers
Compensation Board, 2006). Pickets may consist of
wood or steel and are typically installed in series of
two, three, or more posts in a series. Implementation
and testing of 8-foot deep steel picket anchors was
conducted by the U.S. Forest Service with favorable
results (Littlejohn, 1979).

Figure 2-18 Typical system of picket anchors (Littlejohn, 1979).

2.3.5. Rock Anchors
Rock anchors are steel members embedded in local
bedrock and sometimes used when stumps or other
anchor types are not readily available or competent
bedrock is available at ground surface. Rock anchors are available in two types; expansion bolts and
grouted bolts. Both types of rock anchors are generally inserted into holes drilled in the bedrock to the
appropriate diameter and depth and then grouted or
epoxied in the case of grouted bolts, (see Figure 2-19
Common rock bolt anchoring system), or fixed in the
hole by mechanical means (see Figure 2--19a Rock
Bolt and Cone of Force). These anchoring systems
can be some of the strongest as they can mobilize the
strength of rock, steel and/or grout as opposed to
passive pressures in soil.
The load-carrying capacity of rock anchors is a function of the strength of the steel, strength of the rock
mineral, and in the instance of grouted bolts, the
strength of the epoxy or grout, the strength of the
interface between grout and rock, and the interface
between the steel and the grout. Expansion bolts are
held in place by the friction developed between the
malleable shell and the rock. Expansion bolts may
be better suited to use as logging anchors as there is

a

b

Figure 2-19 (a) Typical rock bolt anchoring system; (b) Rock Bolt
and cone of force (USDA 1978).
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no grout cure time to delay yarding. Bolts are high in
tensile strength, but are not strong on shear (about
one half the tensile strength). Therefore, it is recommended that the pull on a bolt be kept at as small an
angle as possible. The bolt should point in the direction of pull (USDA 1978). Rock strength can be determined directly from lab tests or estimated from
correlations with alternative, in-situ testing. Uplift
capacity of rock tie-down anchors is addressed by
FHWA (1999). Rock compressive strength of 5,000
psi is typically considered sufficient for support of
rock bolt anchors. Typical rock bolt anchors range
from 96 to 180 inches in length and 1 to 2 inches in
diameter.
As stated in Logging Systems Guide R10-21 (USDA
1978), there are several considerations that should
be made when using rock bolt anchors:
a. Actual cylindrical holes are difficult to install using hand drilling. Elliptical holes will not present
as much anchor capacity.

b. Rock bolts are intended to compress fractured
rock. As an anchor, it may put the rock in tension.

c. Ensure that the rock bolt and cable are in line.
Too much bending may cause the connection to
rupture.

d. Fractured rock should be avoided for anchoring.
If competent, sound rock exists beneath fractured rock, only rely on the sound portion. Grout
may help with fractured rock, but takes more
than a week to cure.

2.4. Deck or Log-Bundle Anchors

Deck anchors are simply stacked or “decked” logs
with a cable “choker” around them to bind them together (Figure 2-20). The combined weight of the
bundled logs that creates inertial and frictional resistance to cable loads, similar in concept to mobile
anchors systems. According to Oregon OSHA (2010),
the weight of the bundle should be two to three times
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the exerted pull. Furthermore, the anchored cable
should wrap around the entire bundle at its center
with a sheath or other protective measures with the
bundle positioned so that both ends are secure and
will not shift during operation.

2.5. Mobile Anchors Overview

Mobile anchors are typically heavy logging or construction equipment that anchor cable yarding systems by using their weight, frictional ground resistance, and ability to deploy a blade in the direction of
pull for added passive soil resistance. Heavy equipment used for anchoring may consist of bulldozers,
backhoes, excavators, “grade-hoes,” front-end loaders, yarders, or any other wheel-mounted or trackmounted movable equipment. Thus, heavy logging
or construction equipment used as anchors for cable
yarding systems are often referred to as “equipment
anchors,” “machine anchors,” “mobile equipment
anchors,” or “mobile anchors” (Workers Comp BC,
2012). Figure 2-21 and Figure 2-22 show typical mobile anchor configurations.
Besides the dead weight of the equipment, mobile anchors resist cable loading with friction between the
equipment and the ground along the base (wheels or
tracks). They also sometimes rely on the passive resisting pressure of the equipment against the berm
of soil, stump, or hillslope that they are placed flush
with.
•• Advantages of mobile anchors include:

◦◦ Can use almost any common heavy equipment

◦◦ Can be engineered based on soil and equipment
properties
◦◦ Are easy to move when shifting tail-hold or
yarding system

◦◦ If the machine anchor movement typically
does not reduce capacity but slips as a result
of increasing cable tensionmay prevent cable
rupture

Figure 2-20 Typical “deck” or “log-bundle” anchor (Oregon-OSHA, 2010).

•• Some disadvantages of mobile anchors include:
◦◦ They need equipment access and space

◦◦ Equipment cannot be used for other purposes
while serving as an anchor
◦◦ Equipment set on debris (forest residue,
slash) can prevent soil disturbance (compaction), but gives lower vehicle traction/ lower
anchor capacity than when set on soil

Unlike most other alternative anchoring mechanisms, the primary resisting mechanism for mobile anchors is their self-weight (dead weight). The
greater the equipment weight, the greater the inertia and resistance to cable loading, suggesting that
larger equipment is generally better-suited for use as
a mobile anchor than smaller equipment. However,
as with any anchor, mobile anchors must ultimately
transmit the cable tension loads to the ground, so
ground conditions and embedment are important.
Ultimately, the strength of the soil and the configuration of the equipment (i.e. embedment in the ground
and proximity to slopes) will control how well the
mobile anchor works (Leshchinsky et al., 2015).

Figure 2-21 Bulldozer used as an equipment anchor.

Figure 2-22 Excavator used as an equipment anchor.
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3. Mobile Anchors
3.1. Design of Mobile Anchors
3.1.1. Mobile Anchor Theory
Mobile anchors rely on their self-weight, the friction
with the ground, and the passive resistance of soil
against the embedded dozer blade, berm, stump or
hillside to resist sliding and overturning. The anchor
capacity of a mobile anchor can be evaluated using a
simple statics-based approach (see Figure 3-1).

Equipment used as anchors must be set back from
slopes at a lateral distance greater than that of the
passive shear zone of the soil so that the embedded
equipment can rely on the full resistance of passive
soil. This distance, (Figure 3-2) is dependent on the
soil’s strength and the equipment embedment depth
(Db), and can be defined as:

offset

(3.1.1)
3.1.1.1. Sliding
Force equilibrium analysis may be used to estimate
anchor capacity in consideration of slope, cable angle,
equipment weight, soil strength and density, embedment depth, blade width and track interaction parameters. Many of these properties can be normalized
and presented in a series of design charts that cover
a range of scenarios that generally address feasible
working conditions adhering to safety codes (Oregon
OSHA, 2008). To aid in derivation, a free body diagram was developed (see Figure 3-2). Horizontal and
vertical equilibrium was first considered:
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Figure 3-1 Basic forces for sliding resistance.

(3.1.2)
(3.1.3)
Solving equations (3.1.2) for N becomes:

(3.1.4)

Substituting (3.1.4) into equation (3.1.3) and solving for the cable tension, gives a solution for cable
capacity that can be broken into segments due to the length of trigonometric components:
(3.1.5)
Where the trigonometric constants in the numerator and denominator are simplified as A1 and A2:

(3.1.6)
(3.1.7)

And passive pressure of embedment is defined as:

(3.1.8)

Simplifying (3.1.5) now yields:

where the four terms represent frictional embedment resistance, cohesive embedment resistance,
cohesive track resistance and weight resistance. These components can become dimensionless for
purpose of creating design charts, defined as:
;

;

;

(3.1.9)

(3.1.10)
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pending that the soil is not rocky enough to present
grouser penetration. Furthermore, one must be careful in accounting for track area as eccentric loading
of tracks may occur when cable loads are large or
the equipment is placed on a steep slope. To mobilize
resistance along the tracks, the grousers and brake
system must be fully engaged.

Anchor resistance to sliding can be increased with a
variety of measures, including:

Figure 3-2 Free-body diagram of mobile equipment anchor.

The solution then becomes:

(3.1.11)

as defined in Leshchinsky et al. (2015).

Track area, which can add resistance from grouser
engagement, is the product of total track width, w t
(sum of both track widths), and track length, Lt, defined as:
(3.1.12)

For wheeled equipment, this value can be treated as
zero. When the interface with the soil is very weak,
one may choose to neglect track area as well. If the
equipment has grousers that are fully engaged with
the soil, some level of cohesion and interface friction
(δ, which is a function of the soil friction angle) may
be used when calculating track area. Grouser, which
often have varying length and spacing, can have a
significant effect on sliding resistance. However, this
analysis simplifies these effects by assuming that
sufficient grouser engagement, regardless of dimensions, may enable full shear of the supporting soil,
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•• Blade Embedment: Increasing embedment of the
blade or grapple of heavy equipment may increase
resistance to sliding due to increased passive soil
resistance. This can be enhanced by embedding
the blade in a constructed berm or an uphill slope.
However, increased embedment depth may also
increase risk of overturning if the equipment center of gravity is not adequately low.

•• Increased Equipment Size: Equipment weight serves
as the primary resistor against sliding. If a given
piece of equipment is undersized for its function
(example: tailhold for a skyline), and larger equipment is available, it may be beneficial to select a
larger piece of equipment for added dead weight
resistance.
•• Lower Angle of Pull: Lowering the angle at which
the cable pulls the equipment increases the effective traction between the equipment and underlying soil. It is beneficial to maintain lower angles of
pull if possible.

•• Attachment to Stumps: On occasion, it may be beneficial to attach an auxiliary cable from the rear of
a mobile anchor to an available stump. This stump
may serve as an auxiliary source of tensile resistance, but should not be relied upon when designing
anchors for service – it is intended as an added level
of safety.
3.1.1.2. Overturning (Moment)

Although a much less common form of failure than
sliding, mobile anchors may overturn if placed on a
steep slope or if the cable is attached to a high point

on a piece of equipment or a machine’s center of gravity is high. Overturning occurs when the moment resulting from a cable load attached to a point on the
equipment exceeds that of the weighted moment of
an excavator or bulldozer, assumed to rotate about
the blade or base of embedment. To evaluate overturning, a static limit-equilibrium analysis of moments is performed. Neglected in this analysis is the
resistance of track cohesion as it is relatively small
and has a negligible moment arm. The other forces
and their respective moment arms are defined on
Figure 3-3.
Summing the moments about the point of rotation
yields:

Figure 3-3 Moment free-body diagram for equipment.

(3.1.13)
Which can be simplified as:
(3.1.14)
Which can be solved for ultimate anchor capacity before overturning occurs:
(3.1.15)
where:

(3.1.16)

Resulting in the final definition of overturning anchor capacity as:
(3.1.17)
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The ultimate anchor capacity (Tg) should be taken
as the lesser of the value calculated for sliding or for
overturning. The failure mode with the lower of the
two values represents the critical form of anchor failure (Leshchinsky et al., 2015). Typically, sliding resistance tends to be more critical, but a prudent designer will evaluate both conditions. Design should
ensure that cable loading is less than this critical design load by a presumed factor of safety.

As expected, the weight and location of the center
of gravity for the mobile anchor are the major components in preventing overturning risk. As noted
in Leshchinsky et al. (2015), moment equilibrium is
rarely the critical form of failure for practical scenarios when the vertical distance between the toe of
the blade and the anchor attachment point (Db+Ha)
is less than half of the horizontal distance between
the front of the blade and the center of gravity of the
equipment, defined as:
(3.1.18)

This requirement is based on certain bounds of
applicability:

•• ground slopes between positive fifteen degrees
and negative fifteen degrees from horizontal,
•• equipment weighing more than 20 kips, and
•• blade embedment less than four feet.

Additionally, (1) the cable must be oriented directly
in line with the equipment alignment (Oregon OSHA,
2008), and (2) the equipment must be oriented
upslope or downslope to reduce potential for rollover
on its sides.

In order to ensure that mobile anchors slide, which is
a safer more controllable form of yielding than overturning, the cable must be attached to a point on the
equipment that is relatively low to the ground and
the center of gravity is sufficiently far from the point
of embedment. On bulldozers, this low anchor attachment point is typically a drawbar (Oregon OSHA,
2010). Excavators may have high attachment points
(e.g. the elbow of a boom), but shovel burial and large
cab setback and suspension ensure that the center of
gravity is set far enough back to prevent overturning
(Figure 3-4). It is important to consider that deeper
embedment may increase sliding resistance, but increases overturning moments. One means of increasing resistance is use of a stump or log deck in front of
the passive berm.

Figure 3-4 Variety of scenarios for equipment anchors (Leshchinsky et al. 2014).
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3.1.1.3. Design Charts and Parameters
For both moment and force equilibrium analyses,
Nb, Nc, Nw and Nct are presented in a series of design
charts in Figure 3-5 through Figure 3-8 to facilitate
easy determination of design factors based on site
and soil conditions. Notation is defined in Table 3-1.

horizontal plane (fig 5.). For β = 7°, θ = 15°, and ϕ =
40°, the factors are:

3.1.1.4. Example

A Caterpillar D8 class Bulldozer (W=80,000 lbs, Wt
= 2 ft, Lt = 10.5 ft, Cg = 11.33 ft, Hg = 3.8 ft, Ha = 1.7 ft,
La = 5 ft, Db = 2.5 ft, W b = 10.5 ft) placed on a sandy
loam surface (γ = 100 pcf, ϕ = 40°, c = 0 psf) that is 7°
upslope with a guyline anchor angle of 15° from the

Therefore, the anchor capacity for this equipment
and configuration is approximately 86,000 lbs and
since Cg >2Ha + 2Db (11.3 > 2x2.7+2x1.5), sliding rather than overturning is limiting.

Table 3-1 Variables in static analysis of equipment anchors.
Symbol

Description

Units

At

Footprint Area of Vehicle

ft 2

c’

Soil Cohesion

psf

CG

Distance of Vehicle Center of Gravity from point of rotation

ft

Db

Embedment Depth of Blade

ft

Ha

Height of anchor attachment above the ground surface

ft

HG

Height of Vehicle Center of Gravity above soil surface

ft

Kp

Passive Earth Pressure Coefficient

-

Loffset

Required Offset Distance from Broken Hillslope

ft

LA

Setback distance of anchor attachment from passive soil

ft

Nb

Blade Resistance Factor

-

Nc

Blade Cohesion Factor

-

Nct

Track Cohesion Factor

-

Nw

Weight Factor

-

Pp

Soil Passive Earth Pressure in Front of Blade

psf

Tg

Anchor Capacity

lbs

wb

Width of Embedded Blade

ft

Wt

Vehicle Weight

lbs

wt

Width of Tracks/Tires (If applicable)

ft

β

Slope Angle

°

γ

Unit Weight of Soil

δt

Interface Friction Angle between Vehicle Base and Soil

°

pcf

ϴ

Cable Angle of Pull

°

ф’

Soil Angle of Internal Friction

°

c’

Soil Cohesion

psf
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Figure 3-5 Graphs of blade resistance factor (Nb) vs slope angle (β) and cable angle (θ).
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Figure 3-6 Graphs of Nw vs slope angle (β) and cable angle (θ).
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Figure 3-7 Graphs of Nc vs slope angle (β) and cable angle (θ).
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Figure 3-8 Graphs of Nct vs slope angle (β) and cable angle (θ).
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3.2. Summary of Mobile Anchor
Field Testing
A series of 32 instrumented mobile anchor tests were
performed at various sites within western Oregon
from September of 2014 through February of 2016,
collecting data on field configuration, soil properties, cable loading, displacement, and anchor yield.
Most of the field tests (19 of the 32 tests) were direct measurements of mobile anchors during actual
cable yarding operation on private timber harvests.
Thirteen of the tested anchors were skyline tailholds
while eight were guyline anchors. Eleven of the 32
tests were simulated direct pull tests where mobile
anchors were brought to failure using other equipment and block systems. An overview of the field
tests is provided in Appendix D. Detailed field test
results are presented in Appendix E.

In all cases, cable loading was measured using a cable load cell that was placed directly on the skyline
or guyline cable (pull cable in simulated tests). The
load cell collected readings at a frequency of 20 Hz
(0.001 kip resolution). The cable load cell had a rated
capacity of 100 kips and functioned by means of calibrated strain gauges placed within its beam to translate cable tension into beam bending and respective
loading (Figure 3-9). Mobile anchor movement was
measured between a fixed, stationary pedestal and
a point on the anchor using a string potentiometer
that recorded linear movement at a frequency of

20 Hz (0.01 inch resolution). Timestamping of both
datasets using a unified data logger system (Campbell Scientific CR1000X) enabled direct comparison
of datasets for load and movement in real time. Detailed load-displacement results are presented in
Appendix E.

At each test site, disturbed and relatively undisturbed soil samples were collected and subsequently
tested using a series of geotechnical tests. Soil shear
strength was evaluated in-situ (undrained conditions) with a vane shear device (ASTM D 2573) and
in the lab (drained conditions) with a direct residual shear device (ASTM D 3080). The relatively undisturbed soil samples were collected using a drive
tube and transported to the Oregon State University
forest geotechnical laboratory to be weighed and
used to measure total soil density (ASTM D 2937).
Soil moisture (ASTM D 2216), grain size distribution (ASTM D 6913), and direct shear (ASTM D 3080)
tests were then conducted on disturbed soil samples
within the laboratory. Soils at each site were classified according to the Unified Soil Classification System (ASTM D 2487). Thirteen of the tests took place
on coarse-grained soils (SC, SM, GM soil types), while
18 took place on fine-grained soils (CH, CL, MH, ML
soil types), indicating a diverse, yet representative
distribution of forest soils. Testing during both summer and winter months allowed both dry and wet
conditions for testing. Soil test data are summarized
in Appendix A and Appendix E.

Figure 3-9 Cable load cell (left) and string potentiometer (right) used to measure cable tension and anchor movement, respectively.
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3.3. Mobile Anchor Capacity

The ultimate capacity of each mobile anchor was
estimated using the equations presented above. For
the anchors that moved, their ultimate total load
was compared to the predicted capacity (Figure
3-10). The analyses were broken into two categories
– drained and undrained soil conditions. Drained
conditions are often applied when using granular
materials with little fines (clean sand, clean gravel)
as they enable little water pressure to build up. Undrained conditions occur under rapid loading when
water cannot escape the voids in a soil quickly, reducing the shear strength of soil. Undrained conditions
are common for clays, silts and other soils with high
fines contents.
Undrained soil analyses were applied in scenarios
where equipment was placed on clayey or silty (fine
grained) soils, which is particularly important if
they are wet. These analyses used undrained shear
strength values obtained from vane shear testing
(ASTM D 2573) to estimate anchor capacity. These
analyses neglected frictional resistance as pore water pressure in the soil did not have sufficient time
to dissipate and soil friction did not have sufficient
time to mobilize under the rapid loading of the attached cable. The average ratio of predicted anchor
capacity to actual anchor capacity was 0.99 for undrained tests (test numbers 8, 9, 10, 13, 22, 23, 24,
28, 29), suggesting good agreement between theory
and practice. However, there was some variability in

predictions, demonstrated by a standard deviation of
0.18 when comparing predicted vs. measured anchor
capacity. Therefore, for 99% confidence (e.g. two
standard deviations), a safety factor for estimated
anchor capacity under undrained conditions might
be 1.35, suggesting that a predicted anchor capacity
should be divided by 1.35. A minimum safety factor
of 1.5 is suggested to determine an allowable anchoring capacity. This, of course, is subject to the judgment of a trained professional. Caution is particularly
advised on soils that may mobilize undrained shear
strength conditions (wet clays, silts, loams) as many
of the demonstrated anchor capacities were quite low
(below 10,000 lbs). However, anchor capacity can be
significantly improved when the blade is embedded.

Drained analyses were performed on soils that were
more friction-dependent, like sandy soils and gravel
surfaces typically found on forest roads and landings. These analyses used drained soil shear strength
values attained from laboratory direct shear testing
(ASTM D 3080) to estimate anchor capacity, accounting for frictional resistance (e.g. friction angle) and
cohesion. The average ratio of predicted anchor capacity to actual anchor capacity was 1.22 for drained
soil tests (test numbers 2, 11, 29, 30, 31, 32), suggest40,000

Predicted Anchor Capacity (lbs)

For the simulated tests, the mobile anchors were
deliberately pulled to yield (failure), defined as lateral anchor movement exceeding at least two inches.
Most of those tests actually experienced an average
of 24 inches of lateral anchor movement. For the tests
on actual skyline timber harvest sites, most systems
worked well within their intended margins of safety,
so mobile anchor sliding was seldom observed with
the exception of three tests that were configured to
move safely. No observed movement occurred in any
guyline systems, likely due to smaller loads realized.

35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000

Undrained
Drained
FS=1.0
FS=1.5
FS=2.0

10,000
5,000
0

0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

30000

35000

40000

Measured Anchor Capacity (lbs)

Figure 3-10 Results of mobile anchor load tests compared to
predicted capacities.
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ing that agreement between theory and practice for
these tests was generally good. However, as with the
undrained soil tests, there was some variability in
predictions, demonstrated by a standard deviation of
0.31 when comparing predicted vs. measured anchor
capacity. Therefore, for 99% confidence (e.g. two
standard deviations), a safety factor to be applied to
the estimated anchor capacity under undrained soil
conditions might be 1.85, suggesting that a predicted
anchor capacity should be divided by 1.85. A minimum safety factor of 2.0 is suggested to determine an
allowable anchoring capacity. Again, this is subject to
the judgment of a trained professional.
The factored anchor capacity should be greater than
the dynamic cable loads (section 3.5), otherwise, anchor movements may occur. It is up to the judgment
of engineer or other professional to estimate expected static and dynamic cable loading.
Some other observations from the mobile equipment
anchor load tests are:

•• Equipment anchors showed lower resistance to
sliding when placed on compacted gravel surfaces
compared to un-graveled surfaces consisting of
reasonably firm soil. This is apparently because of
reduced engagement between track grousers or
wheels and the ground as the tracks or wheels cannot truly shear the gravel at depth, but rather, slide
upon the smooth interface between dissimilar materials (e.g. steel on soil, rubber tires on soil).
•• Equipment anchors showed lower resistance to
sliding when placed upon wet fine-grained soils
compared to dry soils and sandy soils. This is due
to weak soil shear strength.
•• Anchor failure (excessive movement) often occurred at a given cable load, often realizing increasing loads with displacement as the blade
became more embedded in the soil. As the load released, displacement stopped and the equipment
became stable again due to the buildup of passive
pressures from increasing embedment in the soil,
even at higher tensions than those that initially
caused movement.
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•• The anchor capacity was generally less than the
maximum safe working loads (1/3 of the breaking
strength) of the cables in testing. The lowest safety
factor for cable strength observed in our testing
program was 3.64 (Test 30) in a direct pull test.
Most others showed cable tension safety factors
of approximately 4.0 and several at approximately
10. For movements observed during skyline testing, the safety factor on cable loading at movement
was significantly higher (safety factors of 4.2, 4.4,
15.7 and 31.8). This demonstrates that equipment
anchors can realistically move well before they exceed the safe working load of a cable, particularly
when equipment embedment is not enough to prevent lateral anchor movement.

•• Anchor capacity can be improved by deploying a
blade or constructing a berm for added resistance.
Other means of improving mobile anchor capacity
include placing the anchor on an uphill grade, lowering cable (skyline or guyline) angles, or selecting
larger equipment.

•• Similar to embedding a blade, placing the tracks
or wheels against a berm or stump may also be effective in mobilizing passive resistance of the soil
(Figure 3-11). A blade is a more reliable means of
mobilizing soil passive resistance as it “digs” into
the subsurface when pulled, increasing resistance.
However, when using a berm for resistance, it is
critical that the berm is sufficiently wide (W is at
least three times wider than the depth of burial, D)
to be reliable (Figure 3-11).
Estimates for anchor capacity were made on downhill, flat and uphill slopes using the generalized anchor capacity analyses against sliding with typical
equipment dimensions for D6, D7 and D8 class equipment (30, 40 and 65 kips in weight respectively) with
two feet of blade embedment. The allowable cable
sizes for the various conditions are shown on Table
3-2 and Table 3-3. Maximum swaged cable sizes for
given equipment, configuration and soils under wet
conditions. Maximum swaged cable sizes for given
equipment, configuration and soils under dry conditions. Typical values for friction between dissimilar

Figure 3-11 Possible anchoring configurations with embedment for passive soil resistance.

Table 3-2 Maximum swaged cable sizes for given equipment, configuration and soils under dry conditions.
DRY SOIL CONDITIONS
Swaged Line Diameters
Machine Weight (lbs)

Gravel

Loam

Clay

30000

40000

65000

30000

40000

65000

30000

40000

65000

-25%

-

1/2 in.

1/2 in.

7/8 in.

7/8 in.

1-1/8 in.

7/8 in.

7/8 in.

7/8 in.

0%

5/8 in.

5/8 in.

3/4 in.

7/8 in.

1 in.

1-1/4 in.

1 in.

1-1/8 in.

1-1/4 in.

25%

5/8 in.

3/4 in.

1 in.

1 in.

1-1/8 in.

1-3/8 in.

1-1/8 in.

1-1/4 in.

1-3/8 in.

Ground Slope, β

Table 3-3 Maximum swaged cable sizes for given equipment, configuration and soils under wet conditions.
WET SOIL CONDITIONS
Swaged Line Diameters
Machine Weight (lbs)

Gravel

Loam

Clay

30000

40000

65000

30000

40000

65000

30000

40000

65000

-25%

-

1/2 in.

1/2 in.

1/2 in.

5/8 in.

5/8 in.

-

-

-

0%

5/8 in.

5/8 in.

3/4 in.

5/8 in.

3/4 in.

7/8 in.

1/2 in.

1/2 in.

5/8 in.

25%

5/8 in.

3/4 in.

1 in.

3/4 in.

7/8 in.

1 in.

5/8 in.

3/4 in.

7/8 in.

Ground Slope, β

materials were obtained from NAVFAC manual. These
values are only intended as approximations for use by
trained and qualified professionals and it is imperative that a designer determine precise soil properties
for design. These values are presented as the maximum cable size (swaged line) that has a safe working
load (1/3 the cable breaking strength) that can be
accommodated by a given anchoring capacity (i.e. anchor capacity is greater than safe working load).

Table 3-3 is shown for gravelly soils, loams, and clays
under wet conditions; the blank cells in the table for
β=-25% indicate that it may be unsafe to use mobile
anchors on steep, downhill slopes under wet saturated conditions. The values presented are for the
sliding mechanism only and a maximum of 45 degree
difference between the angle of the ground slope and
the angle of the tensioned cable. Table 3-4 presents
the values used for the analysis based on those pre-
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Table 3-4 NAVFAC strength and friction values from NAVFAC used
in computing cable sizes above.
Soil

φ (°)

δ (°)

c (psf)

γ (pcf)

Dry Gravel

44

22

0

100

Wet Gravel

44

22

0

100

Dry Loam

28

28

500

80

Wet Loam

14

14

250

80

Dry, Stiff Clay

0

0

1000

80

Wet Clay

0

0

500

80

sented in NAVFAC as well as lower-bound observations for both drained and undrained shear strength
from testing.

3.4. Anchor Movement

The maximum lateral anchor movement observed in
field testing was approximately 48 inches. Average
movements were approximately 25 inches for tests
that showed demonstrable movement (>2 inches).
Large dynamic cable loads, downhill configurations,
light equipment and poor soil conditions may result
in larger lateral movements.

3.4.1. Mobile Anchor Movement as a Safety
Advantage

Equipment anchors offer advantages in a variety
of scenarios where cable resistance is necessary.
Where alternative anchoring methods are inadequate, mobile anchors present a means of providing resistance to cable loads, especially for skylines,
which incur high tensions (Leshchinsky et al. 2015;
Olund 2001). For example, when stump anchors are
used as tail support, anchor failure often involves
complete pullout of the stump, and potentially, a
rapid subsequent succession of failures of other
stump anchors in the system (“catastrophic failure”). This can result in a swift loss of tension in the
skyline, endangering workers near the skyline or
carriage. Anchoring that is sufficiently strong, but
does not deform slightly under loading can result
in excessive cable loads during yarding, resulting
in cable tensions that may over-tension the skyline
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or guylines. Mobile anchors avoid the potential for
catastrophic failure.
Skyline tension is function of cable geometry and
the applied forces to the cable system, including selfweight of the cable. For a given external loading and
horizontal distance between supports, the greater
the sag in the skyline between supports, the more
efficient the skyline is at providing vertical carrying capacity per unit of horizontal force. If a mobile
anchor moves forward, the sag in skyline increases
the vertical/horizontal force efficiency reducing the
skyline tension. The reduced tensions resulting from
increasing the line length between supports coupled
with a mobile anchor’s tendency to move forward
under increasing tension presents a unique opportunity to prevent catastrophic anchor or skyline failures, as well as tipping of yarding towers. For a given
payload, cable sizing and length, it is well known that
an increase in line length between fixed ends results
in significantly reduced cable tensions (Kendrick
and Sessions, 1991, Brown and Sessions 1996). Concurrently, an increase in cable tensions results in increased mobilization of mobile anchor resistance, ultimately resulting in yielding soil located at both the
equipment suspension (treads, tires, grousers, etc.)
and embedment zone (berms, embedded blades, etc.).

3.4.2. Mobile Anchor Movement

Mobile anchors that are pulled by cable loads that exceed their ultimate capacity will move laterally some
distance. Although mobile anchor failure (excessive
lateral movement) is never desired, predicting the
amount of movement that could occur can be useful
in planning such as selecting the anchor setback from
a descending slope at a landing or other anchor location. The mobile anchor movement distance can be
predicted using a modified Newmark Sliding block
type analysis. In this analysis, a yield frictional resistance is known (anchor capacity) and represented
as a proportion of the equipment weight in what is
essentially an acceleration. When yield acceleration
is exceeded, integrate the difference between the ac-

tual and yield accelerations twice to represent movement (displacement). In the testing series performed,
movement was observed fifteen times. The modified
Newmark analysis was performed on each of those
tests (see Appendix F) and showed relatively good
agreement between predicted and measured lateral
movements for most cases. In this analysis, a movement of greater than two inches within one second
corresponded to the acceleration at yield, signifying
the start of double integration. Using the double integration to evaluate displacement, predicted displacement matched actual displacements (see Appendix E) relatively well for most tests, predicting
within 36 inches of movement for reasonable cases
where movement predictions converged. For these
cases (test numbers 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 27, 28, 29, 30),
movement was typically over-predicted predicted by
an average of 18.5 inches. However, a few tests realized very large predicted displacements as Newmark
analyses are known to be sensitive to large, impulse
accelerations. For larger movements, increased sag
in the guyline or skyline from movement in the direction of pull will reduce cable loading and could arrest
the equipment movement.

Although mobile anchor movement is not inherently
desirable, this demonstrates a potential safety mechanism that other anchoring systems lack; when mobile anchors yield, they may self-arrest as tensions
drop (Figure 3-12). This function prevents excessive
skyline loads and yarder overturning due to the sliding mechanism of the mobile anchor and subsequent
reduction of tension. Like any design consideration,
one must consider potential drawbacks in application. The most important consideration is that sliding failure (rather than overturning) must govern
the mobile anchor application. If mobile anchors are
to self-arrest, they cannot fail in overturning, so the
sliding failure mechanism is critical. If sliding is not
the failure mechanism, the equipment may overturn,
resulting in a loss of function.
Correct calculation of mobile anchor capacity and
movement involves an understanding of soil properties. It is important that the in-situ shear strength of
the soil is estimated using reasonable methods. Mobile anchors require adequate clearance from dangerous drop-offs or slopes. Although movement can
be estimated, the analysis is sensitive to extremely

Load (lbs)
Measured Displacement (inches)
Predicted Displacement (inches)
25000

50

25000

50

20000

40

20000

40

15000

30

15000

30

10000

20

10000

20

5000

10

5000

10

0

0

20

40

60

80

0

0

0

5

10

15

20

0

Figure 3-12. Observed and modeled movement using modified Newmark approach for Tests 2 (left) and 27 (right). Movement occurred at
local peaks in cable tension. The X Axis represents time in Seconds.
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3.5. Cable Loading

Skyline and guyline cable loads are not static during skyline harvesting operations. Rather there are
near-static loads when a payload is suspended but
little movement is occurring, but higher dynamic
loads during breakout, when logs get stuck, or during placement on the landing. These dynamic loads
tend to be cyclical impulses, subsequently returning
to near-static loading (Figure 3-13), as shown by the

Figure 3-13 Sample cable dynamic loading (in blue).
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Table 3-5 Statistics on observed dynamic loads in skyline and
guyline cables.
Ratio of dynamic cable load to static cable load
Guyline

Skyline

Average

1.43

1.46

Std. Dev.

0.27

0.23

25000

20000

Dynamic Load (lbs)

large loads and a sufficient buffer must be implemented to ensure that catastrophic movements do not occur. Like any design, conservatism in anchor setback
ensures best results. Cable attachments must also be
adequately protected from potential damage from
sharp surfaces on the equipment. Yielding and tension
relief typically necessitate the use of lighter equipment with additional resistance provided by blade
emplacement and possibly supplemental weights to
match the design skyline tension. Use of very heavy
equipment could lead to no anchor movement under
significant skyline loads, placing the cable under potentially large tension loads. Considerations need to
be made based on available equipment, skyline selection and a given yarding profile. The tension relief
that occurs in the skyline due to lateral anchor movement may present a future alternative for increasing
safety and efficiency on cable logging operations, but
should be assessed by a competent individual.

y = 1.4911x
R² = 0.7932

15000

y = 1.3244x
R² = 0.5262

10000

Guyline
1.0 x Static Load
1.5 x Static Load
2.0 x Static Load
Skyline
Linear (Guyline)
Linear (Skyline)

5000

0

0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

Static Load (lbs)

Figure 3-14 Results of mobile anchor load tests, static vs. dynamic
cable loads.

cable tensions presented on Figure 3-13 and in Appendix F. Dynamic loads in skyline logging systems
(both skylines and guylines) were found in our tests
to be approximately 50% greater than the static
loads (see Table 3-5 and Figure 3-14), suggesting that
designing mobile anchors, or any anchoring system,
for safe operation requires some safety factor to account for dynamic loading. Based on the presented
results, a 99% confidence level means that dynamic
loads almost double the loads of the static case must
be accounted for in design should anchor or cable
failure not be allowable.
Despite potentially large dynamic loads, the observed factors of safety on cable breaking strength
were rarely less than 4.0 for actual skyline or guyline
operations. As expected, guyline loads tended to be
less than skyline loads.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations
4.1. Conclusions
•• Equipment anchors showed lower resistance to
sliding when placed on compacted gravel surfaces.
This is because of reduced embedment of track
grousers or wheels in compacted gravel, which is
difficult to penetrate. On compacted gravel surfaces, equipment with deeper grousers or more
aggressive treads that are embedded into the
compact surface may provide more resistance to
sliding.
•• Equipment anchors showed a higher potential to
slide when placed upon wet, fine-grained soils.
This is due to weak soil shear strength and high
soil moisture in fine grained soils.
•• Embedding a blade or constructing a berm can improve anchor capacity.
•• Alternate means of improving mobile anchor capacity include placing the anchor on an uphill
grade, lowering the cable (skyline or guyline) angles, or selecting larger equipment.

•• Adequate embedment of a blade or shovel in the
ground or placement of a berm in front of the
equipment was effective in restricting mobile anchor movement and increasing anchor capacity.

•• The ratios of predicted mobile anchor capacities to
actual mobile anchor capacity ratios, at a 99% confidence level, were 1.5 and 1.85 for undrained and
drained soil conditions, respectively. This should
be accounted for when considering using mobile
anchors on specific soil types.
•• Dynamic loads varied significantly within the attached guyline or skyline cable systems. The average dynamic loads were approximately 1.45 times
the static cable loads. For 99% confidence, dynamic loads are approximately 2 times the static load.

•• The maximum lateral anchor movement observed
was approximately 48 inches. Average movements

of mobile equipment anchors during the field
tests were approximately 25 inches for tests that
showed demonstrable movement (>1 inch).

•• Of all the field tests, the observed factors of safety
on cable breaking strength were rarely less than
4.0 for actual skyline or guyline operations.

4.2. Recommendations

•• Use undrained soil shear strengths to evaluate anchor capacity when deploying mobile anchors on
fine-grained soils (clays, silts, loams), particularly
when they are wet or saturated. Conversely, use
drained soil shear strength values for anchors on
coarse-grained soils (sands and gravels).

•• Check mobile anchors frequently for movement
during operation. Ensure blade or berm resistance
when available.
•• Keep the cable-anchor attachment point low to
the ground and ensure that the cable is protected
from sharp points, both on the machine and on the
ground.
•• Avoid placing mobile anchors near steep downhill
terrain, particularly if the ground conditions are
wet, expected cable loads are large, or if using a
tracked vehicle on compacted gravel surfaces.

•• Embed mobile anchors in the soil using the blade
(most reliable). If necessary, embed the anchor by
placing tracks or wheels against a sufficient berm
(less reliable). Bury the blade or the tracks at least
18 inches into the ground surface.

•• Make berms at least three times wider than the
blade or track/wheel embedment depth.
•• Anchor capacity can be increased by placing the
equipment on the uphill direction.
•• Make sure track grousers or wheel treads “bite”
into the ground for maximum resistance. This
can be done by placing blade down and spinning
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the tracks/wheels until the blade “sinks.” However, do not rely on track or wheel resistance in
wet clayey or silty soils as they may be slippery
and “clog” the grousers or treads. One means of
reducing the effects of wet soil is blading off the
saturated, upper layer of soil until stiffer, dryer
material is reached.

•• Be cautious with anchors on hard graveled surfaces or very-compact soils that are often found at
roads and landings. Equipment track grousers and
wheel treads may not dig in well.
•• Avoid angle differences greater than 100% between cable angle and slope angle.
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5. Appendix A – Soil Classification
For the purposes of this report, soils were classified according
to the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) as described
by American Society for Testing and Materials standard

D2487. Other soil classification systems, such as the AASHTO
system and the USDA system, are also valid systems but the
USCS is most commonly used for engineering purposes.

Table A-1 Results of soil classifications from test site samples.
Soil Classification ASTM D2487
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Test

Group Symbol

Group Name

1

SM,SC

silty sand, clayey sand

2

GW,GM

well-graded gravel, silty gravel

3

CL

lean clay

4

MH

elastic silt

5

SM,SC

silty sand, clayey sand

6

SM,SC

silty sand, clayey sand

7

GM,GC

silty gravel, clayey gravel

8

MH

elastic silt

9

MH

elastic silt

10

MH

elastic silt

11

MH

elastic silt

12

SM,SC

silty sand, clayey sand

13

SM,SC

silty sand, clayey sand

14

MH

elastic silt

15

SM,SC

silty sand, clayey sand

16

MH

elastic silt

17

SM,SC

silty sand, clayey sand

18

CH

fat clay

19

GW,GM

well-graded gravel, silty gravel

20

GM,GC

silty gravel, clayey gravel

21

ML

silt

22

CH

fat clay

23

CH

fat clay

24

CH

fat clay

25

CL

lean clay

26

CL

lean clay

27

MH

elastic silt

28

MH

elastic silt

29

GM

silty gravel

30

GM

silty gravel

31

GM

silty gravel

32

GM

silty gravel

6. Appendix B – Cable Size and Weight Information
Table B-1 Cable size, weight, and breaking strength from WorkSafeBC.
IMPERIAL

6x26 Improved Plow Steel

6x26 Swaged

Swaged Compacted-Strand

IMPERIAL
Diameter
(inches)

ImprovedBreaking
Plow Steel
Weight6x26
(lbs/ft)
Strength (tons)

Weight (lbs/ft)6x26 Swaged
Breaking Srength (Tons)

Swaged
Weight
(lbs/ft) Compacted-Strand
Breaking Srength (Tons)

Diameter
1/2(inches)

Weight
(lbs/ft)
0.46

Breaking Strength
(tons)
11.5

Weight
0.6(lbs/ft)

Breaking Srength
(Tons)
15.2

Weight
(lbs/ft)
0.63

Breaking Srength
(Tons)
18.6

1/2
9/16

0.46
0.59

11.5
14.5

0.6
0.75

15.2
19

0.63
0.78

18.6
23.7

9/16
5/8

0.59
0.72

14.5
17.9

0.75
0.93

19
23.6

0.78
1.01

23.7
28.5

5/8
11/16

0.72

17.9

0.93
1.1

23.6
28.8

1.01
1.18

28.5
35.3

11/16
3/4

1.04

25.6

1.1
1.37

28.8
34.6

1.18
1.41

35.3
42.2

3/4
13/16

1.04

25.6

1.37
1.56

34.6
39.6

1.41
1.63

42.2
49.3

13/16
7/8

1.42

34.6

1.56
1.83

39.6
46.5

1.63
1.91

49.3
56

7/8
15/16

1.42

34.6

1.83
1.95

46.5
53.3

1.91
2.2

56
66.1

15/16
1

1.85

44.9

1.95
2.42

53.3
60.6

2.2
2.53

66.1
73.7

1
1-1/8

1.85
2.34

44.9
56.5

2.42
2.93

60.6
75.1

2.53
2.97

73.7
92.9

1-1/8
1-1/4

2.34
2.89

56.5
69.3

2.93
3.52

75.1
92.8

2.97
3.83

92.9
112.1

1-1/4
1-3/8

2.89
3.5

69.3
83.5

3.52
4.28

92.8
108.2

3.83
4.62

112.1
128.6

1-3/8Yarding Systems Handbook
3.5. 2006. Work Safe BC. Table
83.5 lists typical break ing strengths.
4.28
108.2
4.62
Source: Cable
See manufacturer’sspecifications
for specific lines.

128.6

Source: Cable Yarding Systems Handbook . 2006. Work Safe BC. Table lists typical break ing strengths. See manufacturer’sspecifications for specific lines.

METRIC

6x26 Improved Plow Steel

6x26 Swaged

Swaged Compacted-Strand

METRIC
Diameter
(mm)

6x26 Improved Breaking
Plow Steel
Weight (kgs/meter)
Strength (kg)

6x26 Swaged
Weight (kgs/meter)
Breaking Strength (kg)

Swaged Compacted-Strand
Weight (kgs/meter)
Breaking Strength (kg)

Diameter
12.7 (mm)

Weight 0.68
(kgs/meter)

Breaking10433
Strength (kg)

Weight 0.89
(kgs/meter)

Breaking13789
Strength (kg)

Weight 0.94
(kgs/meter)

Breaking16874
Strength (kg)

12.7
14.3

0.68
0.88

10433
13154

0.89
1.12

13789
17237

0.94
1.16

16874
21500

14.3
15.9

0.88
1.07

13154
16239

1.12
1.38

17237
21410

1.16
1.50

21500
25855

15.9
17.5

1.07

16239

1.38
1.64

21410
26127

1.50
1.76

25855
32024

17.5
19.1

1.55

23224

1.64
2.04

26127
31389

1.76
2.10

32024
38283

19.1
20.6

1.55

23224

2.04
2.32

31389
35925

2.10
2.43

38283
44724

20.6
22.2

2.11

31389

2.32
2.72

35925
42184

2.43
2.84

44724
50802

22.2
23.8

2.11

31389

2.72
2.90

42184
48353

2.84
3.27

50802
59965

23.8
25.4

2.75

40733

2.90
3.60

48353
54975

3.27
3.77

59965
66860

25.4
28.6

2.75
3.48

40733
51256

3.60
4.36

54975
68130

3.77
4.42

66860
84277

28.6
31.8

3.48
4.30

51256
62868

4.36
5.24

68130
84187

4.42
5.70

84277
101695

31.8
34.9

4.30
5.21

62868
75750

5.24
6.37

84187
98157

5.70
6.88

101695
116664

34.9Yarding Systems Handbook
5.21. 2006. Work Safe BC. Table
75750lists typical break ing strengths.
6.37
98157
6.88
Source: Cable
See manufacturer’sspecifications
for specific lines.

116664

Source: Cable Yarding Systems Handbook . 2006. Work Safe BC. Table lists typical break ing strengths. See manufacturer’sspecifications for specific lines.

Table B-2 Cable size, weight, breaking strength, and safe working load from USFS.
Wire Rope Weight and Strengths*
Diameter (inches)

Weight (lb/Ft)

Breaking Strength KIPs

Safe Working Load Kips**

1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16
1/2
9/16
5/8
3/4
7/8
1
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-3/8
1-1/2
1-5/8
1-3/4
1-7/8
2

0.116
0.18
0.26
0.35
0.46
0.59
0.72
1.04
1.42
1.85
2.34
2.89
3.50
4.16
4.88
5.67
6.50
7.39

6.8
10.54
15.1
20.4
26.6
33.6
41.2
58.8
79.6
103.4
130.0
159.8
192.0
228.0
264.0
306.0
348.0
396.0

2.27
3.51
5.0
6.8
8.9
11.2
13.7
19.6
26.5
34.5
43.3
53.3
64.0
76.0
88.0
102.0
116.0
132.0

*Extra-Improved Plow Steel, 6 x 19, 6 x 21, or 6 x 25 IWRC
**This value assumes a Safety Factor of 3.0
Credit: Cable Logging Systems, USFS, p.25.
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7. Appendix C - Ground Anchor Field Guide
Equipment Anchors

40

41

Buried Deadmen

42

43

Stump Anchors

44
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8. Appendix D – Mobile Anchor Field Tests
Table D-1 Mobile anchor load test summary.
Test Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

Guyline

Skyline

Guyline

Skyline

Skyline

Skyline

Mobile Anchor Equipment Type

Dozer

Dozer

Dozer

Dozer

Dozer

Dozer

Equipment Weight (lb)

66,224

73,850

42,685

44,600

73,850

73,850

Blade Embedment in Soil (in)

n/a

4

n/a

33

30

33

Blade Width (in)

n/a

155

48

144

155

155

Anchor Cable Purpose

Cable Connection to Anchor, Height Above Ground (in)

40

50

10

42

30

40

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-5.9

-4.4

0.3

-4.2

-3.4

-1.8

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

10.0

1.7

20.8

-6.0

-12.4

-5.0

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (kPa)

33.6

5.2

87.2

100.0

21.0

20.0

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (psf)

701.6

108.6

1820.7

2088.0

438.5

417.6

Soil Moisture Content (%)

33.0

12.0

28.0

54.0

14.0

20.0

Degree of Soil Saturation (%)

36.7

25.4

39.4

48.4

17.2

18.2

Soil Dry Density (γ) (pcf)

77.0

82.6

73.5

64.6

60.0

50.3

Soil Friction Angle from Direct Shear Test (φ) (degrees)

44.6

25.0

41.0

35.0

37.3

27.2

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (kPa)

38.6

17.9

15.4

28.9

14.3

25.7

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (psf)

806.0

374.6

321.6

603.4

298.6

536.0

Anchor Capacity based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

81,245

16,340

62,838

143,764

126,635

126,583

Anchor Capacity based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

-

-

120,252

-

-

-

Blade Resistance based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

6,611

3,841

22,767

89,064

67,017

65,975

Blade Resistance based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

12,244

4,667

63,443

764,339

174,630

283,700

n/a

12,260

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

4,527

12,510

5,248

13,990

9,410

7,970

0.0

13.3

0.2

0.4

0.0

0.1

Load at Movement (lb)
Maximum Cable Load (lb)
Anchor Movement Recorded (in)
Soil Type
Cable Size (inches)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

46

SM

GM

CL

MH

SM

SM

1 3/8

1 3/8

1

1 3/8

1 3/8

1 3/8

192,000

192,000

103,400

192,000

192,000

192,000

Table D-1 Mobile anchor load test summary (continued).
7

8

9

10

11

12

Anchor Cable Purpose

Skyline

Direct Pull

Direct Pull

Direct Pull

Direct Pull

Skyline

Mobile Anchor Equipment Type

Dozer

Skidder

Skidder

Dozer

Skidder

Dozer

Equipment Weight (lb)

73,850

22,000

22,000

19,400

40,000

72,000

Blade Embedment in Soil (in)

29

12

n/a

7

n/a

48

Blade Width (in)

155

90

n/a

115

n/a

144

Test Number

Cable Connection to Anchor, Height Above Ground (in)

39

27

80

36

84

48

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-2.3

11.4

17.1

11.4

4.1

-9.6

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-7.3

3.2

-3.0

3.0

-8.2

2.5

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (kPa)

38.9

54.5

54.5

54.5

54.5

19.4

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (psf)

812.2

1,138.0

1,138.0

1,138.0

1,138.0

405.1

24

28

28

28

28

29

Degree of Soil Saturation (%)

33.9

40.5

40.5

40.5

40.5

80.6

Soil Dry Density (γ) (pcf)

71.6

75.2

75.2

75.2

75.2

110.0

Soil Friction Angle from Direct Shear Test (φ) (degrees)

28.0

31.3

31.3

31.3

14.0

32.0

Soil Moisture Content (%)

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (kPa)

25.0

21.8

21.8

21.8

21.8

14.9

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (psf)

521.0

455.2

455.2

455.2

455.2

310.1

121,892

33,939

26,369

42,597

13,861

116,493

Anchor Capacity based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

-

21,977

6,888

56,317

2,927

-

Blade Resistance based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

59,636

14,604

-

8,935

-

76,346

Blade Resistance based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

409,352

17,583

-

11,035

-

111,001

n/a

6,400

8,544

13,900

14,380

n/a

9,390

30,080

16,860

20,500

22,220

20,780

0.3

26.2

47.5

26.2

29.0

0.2

Soil Type

GM

CH

CH

CH

GM

SC

Cable Size (inches)

1 3/8

3/4

3/4

3/4

3/4

1 3/8

192,000

58,800

58,800

58,800

58,800

192,000

Anchor Capacity based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

Load at Movement (lb)
Maximum Cable Load (lb)
Anchor Movement Recorded (in)

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

47

Table D-1 Mobile anchor load test summary (continued).
Test Number

13

14

15

16

17

18

Anchor Cable Purpose

Skyline

Guyline

Guyline

Skyline

Guyline

Guyline

Mobile Anchor Equipment Type

Dozer

Dozer

Excavator

Dozer

Dozer

Dozer

Equipment Weight (lb)

72,000

44,600

97,530

66,224

66,224

70,503

0

0

12

n/a

n/a

0

Blade Width (in)

144

144

48

n/a

n/a

144

Cable Connection to Anchor, Height Above Ground (in)

32

18

240

26

35

80

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-3.9

-6.8

-1.2

17.7

-8.4

-5.2

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

1.4

9.7

2.0

9.4

19.3

20.1

Blade Embedment in Soil (in)

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (kPa)

19.4

51.3

54.0

49.5

18.7

20.3

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (psf)

405.1

1071.1

1127.5

1033.6

390.5

423.9

29

54

50

64

31

34

Degree of Soil Saturation (%)

80.6

63.7

43.4

51.4

38.5

36.6

Soil Dry Density (γ) (pcf)

110.0

78.6

61.5

63.4

69.8

64.2

Soil Friction Angle from Direct Shear Test (φ) (degrees)

32.0

37.3

33.2

34.0

41.4

36.0

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (kPa)

14.9

2.3

1.2

0.0

3.2

5.9

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (psf)

310.1

48.9

24.0

0.0

66.8

122.2

49,929

25,546

61,828

70,266

39,904

40,814

Anchor Capacity based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

-

-

-

20,347

-

-

Blade Resistance based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

-

-

754

-

701

221

Blade Resistance based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

-

-

117,813

-

5,482

2,184

Load at Movement (lb)

6,038

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Maximum Cable Load (lb)

11,160

19,020

12,280

10,270

7,642

17,070

Anchor Movement Recorded (in)

55.0

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.1

0.1

Soil Type

SC

ML

SM

MH

SM

CH

1 3/8

7/8

7/8

7/8

1

1

192,000

79,600

79,600

79,600

103,400

103,400

Soil Moisture Content (%)

Anchor Capacity based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

Cable Size (inches)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

48

Table D-1 Mobile anchor load test summary (continued).
Test Number

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Anchor Cable Purpose

Skyline

Skyline

Skyline

Direct Pull

Direct Pull

Direct Pull

Guyline

Mobile Anchor Equipment Type

Dozer

Dozer

Dozer

Skidder

Skidder

Skidder

Dozer

Equipment Weight (lb)

45,600

70,503

70,503

40,000

40,000

40,000

70,503

4

26

31

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Blade Width (in)

144

144

144

n/a

n/a

n/a

144

Cable Connection to Anchor, Height Above Ground (in)

35

35

36

45

36

56

60

Ground Slope (β) (°)

4.6

6.0

-4.4

9.7

7.2

1.5

-4.9

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

9.9

3.5

1.2

-7.2

-3.2

-1.8

-3.2

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (kPa)

-

-

76.7

78.7

78.7

60.7

51.3

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (psf)

-

-

1,600.9

1,643.3

1,643.3

1,266.8

1,071.8

25

39

36

37

37

52

45

Degree of Soil Saturation (%)

51.3

71.7

81.1

86.3

86.3

92.1

94.3

Soil Dry Density (γ) (pcf)

90.6

94.3

104.1

106.3

106.3

101.3

106.6

Soil Friction Angle from Direct Shear Test (φ) (degrees)

14.0

14.0

28.9

9.7

9.7

27.2

31.5

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (kPa)

0.0

0.0

12.4

6.4

6.4

2.6

24.3

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (psf)

0.0

0.0

258.1

133.6

133.6

53.5

507.8

Anchor Capacity based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

14,814

29,822

78,563

14,833

11,946

22,256

61,057

Anchor Capacity based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

3,736

10,262

-

7,043

5,025

1,048

-

Blade Resistance based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

100

4,739

36,702

-

-

-

3,891

Blade Resistance based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

64

2,947

537,188

-

-

-

24,807

Load at Movement (lb)

n/a

n/a

n/a

6,300

6,120

5,150

n/a

10,100

16,920

12,520

10,950

12,500

9,061

6,914

Anchor Movement Recorded (in)

0.1

0.3

0.5

2.5

21.1

30.3

0.2

Soil Type

GM

GM

ML

CH

CH

CH

CL

Cable Size (inches)

7/8

1 3/8

1 3/8

3/4

3/4

3/4

1 1/4

79,600

192,000

192,000

58,800

58,800

58,800

159,800

Blade Embedment in Soil (in)

Soil Moisture Content (%)

Maximum Cable Load (lb)

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)
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Table D-1 Mobile anchor load test summary (continued).
Test Number

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Guyline

Direct Pull

Direct Pull

Direct Pull

Direct Pull

Skyline

Skyline

Mobile Anchor Equipment Type

Dozer

Skidder

Skidder

Skidder

Skidder

Skidder

Skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

Anchor Cable Purpose

70,503

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

31,000

31,000

Blade Embedment in Soil (in)

n/a

n/a

8

2

n/a

7

5

Blade Width (in)

144

n/a

120

120

n/a

60

60

Cable Connection to Anchor, Height Above Ground (in)

52

83

24

24

18

48

48

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-11.3

6.3

6.0

2.8

2.8

3.4

4.0

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-8.0

-7.0

1.1

1.2

2.2

17.0

18.0

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (kPa)

50.0

52.5

52.5

-

-

-

-

Undrained Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test (psf)

1,044.0

1,096.2

1,096.2

-

-

-

-

42

51

51

47

47

-

-

Soil Moisture Content (%)
Degree of Soil Saturation (%)

82.2

46.0

46.0

-

-

-

-

Soil Dry Density (γ) (pcf)

100.3

63.4

64.4

105.0

105.0

110.0

110.0

Soil Friction Angle from Direct Shear Test (φ) (degrees)

31.5

25.0

25.0

14.0

14.0

44.0

44.0

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (kPa)

24.3

7.2

7.2

-

-

-

-

Soil Cohesion from Direct Shear Test (psf)

507.8

151.0

151.0

-

-

-

-

Anchor Capacity based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

51,702

9,992

11,904

2,016

1,954

32,000

31,000

Anchor Capacity based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

-

4,510

19,103

-

-

-

-

Blade Resistance based on Drained Soil Strength (lb)

3,818

-

2,541

62

-

800

700

Blade Resistance based on Undrained Soil Strength (lb)

10,056

-

14,906

-

-

-

-

Load at Movement (lb)

n/a

5,889

15,750

13,332

16,137

26,000

27,000

7,075

10,530

21,096

20,682

11,592

26,000

27,000

Anchor Movement Recorded (in)

0.1

33.9

4.0

20.2

26.8

13.1

25.2

Soil Type

CL

MH

MH

GM

GM

GM

GM

Cable Size (inches)

1.25

3/4

1 3/4

2 3/4

3 3/4

7/8”

7/8”

159,800

58,800

58,801

58,802

58,803

112,000

112,000

Maximum Cable Load (lb)

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)
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9. Appendix E – Field Tests
Field Test 1 – Results
Date:

7/8/2015

Time:

8:00 AM

Air Temperature (°F):

86°

Location:

Falls City

Anchor Type

Guyline

Equipment Type

International TD
25 Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

66,224

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

n/a

Anchor Height (in)

40

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-5.9

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

10

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

702

Soil Moisture Content (%)

33

Degree of Saturation (%)

36.72

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

77

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

44.6

Soil Cohesion (psf)

806

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

81,245

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

461

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

4527

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.008

Soil Classification (USCS)
Basic Soil Type
Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.1.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test
1. Negative displacements occurred due to minor settlement of
equipment after loading.

SM, SC
Fine
1.375
192,000

Figure E.1.2. Guyline attachment point with load cell on cable.

Test 1 took place in Falls City, Oregon. An International
TD 25 tractor was used as an anchor for one of five guylines supporting the cable yarder. All other anchors for
this set-up were stumps. The guyline the dozer anchored
was approximately 35 degree vertical angle in line with
the skyline. The dozer was set up with the blade facing the
opposite direction of the tension. One of the tracks of the
dozer was resting against a large stump on the rear of the
track for additional resistance to sliding.
The calculated anchor capacity for this set up was approximately 81,245 lbs. A maximum load of 4,527 pounds was
obtained during testing. As expected, no significant movement was recorded.

Figure E.1.3. Dozer used as anchor for guyline.
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Field Test 2 – Results
Date

7/16/2015

Time:

7:43 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

70°
Calapooia
Skyline
Cat D8 Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

73,850

Blade Embedment (in)

4

Blade Width (in)

155

Anchor Height (in)

50

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-4.35

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

1.7

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

109

Soil Moisture Content (%)

12

Degree of Saturation (%)

25.36

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

82.6

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

25

Soil Cohesion (psf)
Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)
Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

375
30,646
37
12,260

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

12,510

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

13.34

Soil Classification (USCS)
Basic Soil Type
Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.2.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 2.

GW, GM

Figure E.2.2. Guyline attachment point with load cell on cable.

Gravel
1 3/8
192,000

Test 2 took place at the Calapooia Tree Farm in Oregon.
A Caterpillar D8 Crawler Tractor was used as the tailhold
anchor for a skyline on a cable yarder. The span was between 3,000 and 4,000 ft. according to the Hooktender.
The dozer was setup at a downhill angle toward the yarder on an old skid road. It was noticeable that the dozer had
moved previously due to the sliding tracks left in the soil.
The dozer had moved approximately 60” before we began
testing that morning.

Figure E.2.3. Angle of pull relative to the blade is shown.
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moved when the load reached 12,260 lbs. In order to increase resistance capacity we recommend ensuring the
grousers are engaged and the pull is perpendicular to the
blade face of the equipment.

The calculated anchor capacity was calculated using a
friction angle of 14 degrees due to the grousers sitting on
top of the gravel road and not being engaged in the soil.
The dozer was not set up perpendicular to the skyline,
reducing its capacity. Using a friction angle of 14 degrees
we calculated the anchor capacity at 30,646 lbs. The dozer

Field Test 3 – Results
Date:

7/16/2015

Time:

10:12 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type

70°
Calapooia

Equipment Weight (lb)

Guyline
Terex 82-20
Crawler Tractor
42,685

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

48

Anchor Height (in)

10

Ground Slope (β) (°)

0.3

Equipment Type

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

20.8

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1821

Soil Moisture Content (%)

28

Degree of Saturation (%)

39.43

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

73.5

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

41

Soil Cohesion (psf)
Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

322

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

62,838
310
n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

5,248

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.21

Soil Classification (USCS)

CL

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

1

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.3.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 3.

Figure E.3.2 Guyline attached to rear of dozer. Rear grousers
resting on a created bank.

103,400

Test 3 took place at the Calapooia Tree Farm in Oregon.
A Terex 82-20 Crawler Tractor was used as an anchor for
one of the seven guylines used by the cable yarder. This
anchor was set up directly in line with the skyline. The
area appeared to be compacted by the dozer while it was
being set up. The dozer was placed with its blade facing
the opposite direction of the applied tension or yarder,
therefore the blade provided no resistance. The back of
the dozer was resting against a mound dug out in order to
prevent movement.
With this set up, the calculated anchor capacity was
62,838 lbs. The maximum recorded load on the guyline
was 5,248 lbs. No significant movement occurred.

Figure E.3.3 Guyline attachment point with load cell.
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Field Test 4 – Results
Date:

7/30/2015

Time:

6:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type

60°
Lincoln City

Equipment Weight (lb)

Skyline
Caterpillar D7G
Crawler Tractor
44,600

Blade Embedment (in)

33

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)

42

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-4.2

Equipment Type

Cable Angle (θ) (°)
Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

-6
2088

Soil Moisture Content (%)

54

Degree of Saturation (%)

48.42

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

64.6

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

35

Soil Cohesion (psf)
Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)
Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

603
143,764
227,909
n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

13,990

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.4

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

1 3/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.4.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 4.

Figure E.4.2. Skyline cable mounted under dozer, running over blade.

192,000

Test 4 took place in Lincoln City, Oregon. A Caterpillar
D7G Crawler Tractor was used as a tailhold for a skyline.
The tower used for this cable system was 70 feet tall and
a haulback line was used to return the carriage. The dozer
was placed on an old skid road, however the operator spun
the grousers to engage them into the soil surface. The dozer was set back from the slope about one time its overall
length.
With this set up, the calculated anchor capacity was
143,764 lbs. The maximum recorded load on the guyline
was 13,990 lbs. No significant movement occurred. The
deflection shown represents the stress increase and subsequent relaxation of the dozer. It returns to its original
position after the load is released.
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Figure E.4.3. Mound constructed to increase resistance.

Field Test 5 – Results
Date:

8/27/2015

Time:

9:20 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type

60°
Tillamook

Equipment Weight (lb)

Skyline
Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor
73,850

Blade Embedment (in)

30

Blade Width (in)

155

Anchor Height (in)

30

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-3.4

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-12.4

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

438

Equipment Type

Soil Moisture Content (%)

14

Degree of Saturation (%)

17.2

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

60

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

37.3

Soil Cohesion (psf)
Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

299

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

126,635
46,445
n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

9,410

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.03

Soil Classification (USCS)

SM,SC

Basic Soil Type

Coarse

Cable Size (in)

1 3/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.5.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test
5.Very small displacements are due to measurement resolution and
minor settlement of the equipment after loading.

Figure E.5.2. Skyline cable mounted under dozer, running over blade.

192,000

Test 5 took place in Tillamook, Oregon. A Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor was used as a tailhold for a skyline. The
dozer was placed on an old skid road, however the operator spun the grousers to engage them into the soil. The
skyline length was about 3,000 feet. The carriage was operating at about 30-40% the length of the skyline from the
yarder.

With this set up, the calculated anchor capacity was
126,635 lbs. The maximum recorded load on the skyline
was 9,410 lbs. No significant movement occurred. The
large weight of the dozer along with the significant downward angle of pull from the skyline contributed to the
high anchor capacity.

Figure E.5.3 Mound constructed to increase resistance. Load cell is
mounted on cable in front of the berm.
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Field Test 6 – Results
Date:

8/27/2015

Time:

10:00 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type
Equipment Weight (lb)

60°
Tillamook
Skyline
Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor
73,850

Blade Embedment (in)

33

Blade Width (in)

155

Anchor Height (in)

40

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-1.8

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-5

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

20

Soil Moisture Content (%)

418

Degree of Saturation (%)

18.19

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

50.29

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

27.2

Soil Cohesion (psf)

536

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

126,583

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

43,364

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)
Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)
Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

n/a
7,970
0.14

Soil Classification (USCS)

SM,SC

Basic Soil Type

Coarse

Cable Size (in)

1 3/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.6.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test
6.Minor displacement changes between minute 7 and 13 occurred
due to a few yarding cycle in between data collection.

Figure E.6.2. Skyline cable mounted under dozer, running over blade.

192,000

Test 6 took place in Tillamook, Oregon. A Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor was used as a tailhold for a skyline. The
dozer was placed on an old skid road, however the operator spun the grousers to engage them into the soil. The
skyline length was about 3,000 feet. The carriage was operating at about 5-10% the length of the skyline from the
yarder. The load cell and string gauge were hooked up before the first cycle was performed. On the first turn no significant movement was recorded, nor was any throughout
the duration of recording (about 9 turns).

With this set up, the calculated anchor capacity was
126,583 lbs. The maximum recorded load on the skyline
was 7,970 lbs.
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Figure E.6.3. Mound constructed to increase resistance. Load cell is
mounted on cable in front of the blade.

Field Test 7 – Results
Date:

8/28/2015

Time:

8:44 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

60°
Tillamook
Skyline
Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

73,850

Blade Embedment (in)

29

Blade Width (in)

155

Anchor Height (in)

39

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-2.3

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-7.3

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

813

Soil Moisture Content (%)

24

Degree of Saturation (%)

33.93

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

71.57

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

28

Soil Cohesion (psf)

521

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

121,892

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

83,911

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

9,390

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.25

Soil Classification (USCS)

GM,GC

Basic Soil Type

Gravel

Cable Size (in)

1 3/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.7.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for
test 7.

Figure E.7.2. Skyline cable mounted under dozer, running over blade.

192,000

Test 7 took place in Tillamook, Oregon. A Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor was used as a tailhold for a skyline. The dozer was placed on an old landing. The skyline length was about
3,000 feet. The carriage was operating at about 30-40% the
length of the skyline from the yarder. There was rain the previous night before testing and a light drizzle during testing.

With this set up, the calculated anchor capacity was 121,892
lbs. The maximum recorded load on the skyline was 7,970
lbs. The dozer moved slightly forward with large loads, but
would return to a position further back than before loading.
This behavior can be attributed to ratcheting, which implies
that the equipment moved forward slightly under loading,
but also dug its blade into the ground further, returning to
a position that was slightly behind from its initial position
after cable tensions were relieved.

Figure E.7.3. Mound constructed to increase resistance. Load cell is
mounted on cable in front of the blade.
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Field Test 8 – Results
Date:

9/2/2015

Time:

7:45 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

60°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deer 648E
Rubber Tire Skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

22,000

Blade Embedment (in)

12

Blade Width (in)

90

Anchor Height (in)

27

Ground Slope (β) (°)

11.4

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

3.2

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1138

Soil Moisture Content (%)

28

Degree of Saturation (%)

40.54

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

75.18

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

31.3

Soil Cohesion (psf)

455

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

33,939

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

21,977

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

14,800

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

30,080

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

26.2

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

3/4

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.8.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 8.

Figure E.8.2. The skidder is being pulled uphill.

58,800

Test 8 was performed at the McDonald-Dunn Research
Forest about 15 minutes from the OSU campus in Corvallis. A John Deere 648E skidder was set up in a position as it
would be used for a guyline or skyline anchor. Using four
blocks and a cable, another skidder pulled the cable to create tension in the line.
The skidder began to move at 6,400 lbs of tension. The calculated anchor capacity for undrained soil conditions was
21,997 lbs for undrained conditions.

Figure E.8.3. Embedded blade is providing resistance. Pulling
cables run over the blade to a rear winch.
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Field Test 9 – Results
Date:

9/2/2015

Time:

8:40 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

60°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648E
Rubber Tire Skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

22,000

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

n/a

Anchor Height (in)

80

Ground Slope (β) (°)

17.1

Cable Angle (θ) (°)
Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

-3
1135

Soil Moisture Content (%)

28

Degree of Saturation (%)

40.54

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

75.18

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

31.3

Soil Cohesion (psf)

455

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

18,188

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

6,888

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

8,544

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

16,860

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

>47.45

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

3/4

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.9.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 9.

Figure E.9.2. Skidder is beginning to overturn.

58,800

Test 9 was performed at the McDonald-Dunn Research
Forest about 15 minutes from the OSU campus in Corvallis. A John Deere 648E skidder was set up in a position as it
would be used for a guyline or skyline anchor. Using four
blocks and a cable, another skidder pulled the cable to create tension in the line. The skidder was set up with a high
anchor attachment height.
The skidder began to lift off the ground at 8,544 lbs of tension. The calculated anchor capacity in undrained conditions was 6,888 lbs.

Figure E.9.3. Skidder resting before load was applied. Moment
pivot point was the tire.
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Field Test 10 – Results
Date:

9/2/2015

Time:

9:06 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

60°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 650K
Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

19,400

Blade Embedment (in)

7

Blade Width (in)

115

Anchor Height (in)

36

Ground Slope (β) (°)

11.4

Cable Angle (θ) (°)
Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

3
1138

Soil Moisture Content (%)

28

Degree of Saturation (%)

40.54

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

75.18

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

31.3

Soil Cohesion (psf)

455

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

42,597

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

2,453

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

13,900

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

20,500

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

26.2

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

3/4

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.10.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 10.

Figure E.10.2. Dozer being pulled uphill.

58,800

Test 10 was performed at the McDonald-Dunn Research
Forest about 15 minutes from the OSU campus in Corvallis. A John Deere 650K crawler tractor was set up in a position as it would be used for a guyline or skyline anchor.
Using four blocks and a cable, another skidder pulled the
cable to create tension in the line.

The dozer began to move at 13,900 lbs of tension. The calculated anchor capacity for undrained soil conditions was
2,453 lbs.
Figure E.10.3. Blade adding resistance. Cable mounted underneath
the dozer passing over the blade.
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Field Test 11 – Results
Date:

9/2/2015

Time:

9:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

60°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648L
Rubber Tire Skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

40,000

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

n/a

Anchor Height (in)

84

Ground Slope (β) (°)

4.1

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-8.2

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1138

Soil Moisture Content (%)

28

Degree of Saturation (%)

40.54

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

75.18

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

14

Soil Cohesion (psf)

455

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

13,861

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength
(lb)

2,867

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

14,380

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

22,220

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

29

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

Coarse

Cable Size (in)

3/4

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.11.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 11.

Figure E.11.2. Skidder being set up as anchor with attachment
point about one foot below grapple.

58,800

Test 11 was performed at the McDonald-Dunn Research
Forest about 15 minutes from the OSU campus in Corvallis. A John Deere 648L rubber tire grapple skidder was set
up in a position as it would be used for a guyline or skyline anchor. Using four blocks and a cable, another skidder pulled the cable to create tension in the line. The skidder was on a gravel road. Density and friction angle were
assumed.

The calculated anchor capacity was 13,861 lbs for drained
conditions and movement began at 14,380 lbs.
Figure E.11.3. Skidder resting on gravel road.
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Field Test 12 – Results
Date:

9/21/2015

Time:

9:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

50°
Falls City
Tailhold
Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

72,000

Blade Embedment (in)

48

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)

48

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-9.6

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

2.5

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

405

Soil Moisture Content (%)

29

Degree of Saturation (%)

80.57

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

110

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

32

Soil Cohesion (psf)

310

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

116,493

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

50,626

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)
Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)
Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

n/a
20,780
0.168

Soil Classification (USCS)

SM,SC

Basic Soil Type

Coarse

Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.12.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 12.

Figure E.12.2. Dozer set up as a tailhold. Dozer is resting on a slope
with a large mound in front of the blade.

1 3/8
192,000

Test 12 was performed near Falls City. A Caterpillar D8
crawler tractor was used as a tailhold. The skyline was approximately 2,800 feet long and the tailhold was 400 feet
in elevation below the yarder. 1 3/8 inch cable was used
for the skyline. The dozer was set up with a large berm
in front of the blade to resist movement. The blade was
abutting a 30 inch diameter stump. No movement was expected from this set up.
The calculated anchor capacity for undrained conditions
was 50,626 lbs. The maximum loading of 20,780 lbs did
not move the dozer significantly as it returned to its general, initial position after tensions were relieved.
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Figure E.12.3. Rear portion of the dozer is resting on an old skid road.

Field Test 13 – Results
Date:

9/21/2015

Time:

9:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

50°
Falls City
Tailhold
Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

72,000

Blade Embedment (in)

0

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)

32

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-3.9

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

1.4

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

405

Soil Moisture Content (%)

29

Degree of Saturation (%)

80.57

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

110

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

32

Soil Cohesion (psf)

310

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

49,929

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

10,717

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

6,038

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

11,160

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

55

Soil Classification (USCS)

SM,SC

Basic Soil Type

Coarse

Cable Size (in)

1 3/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.13.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test
13. The movement measuring device was reset after the first
movement that occurred around minute 1.

Figure E.13.2. Initial position of dozer used as tailhold.

192,000

Test 13 was performed near Falls City. A Caterpillar D8
Crawler Tractor was used as a tailhold. The skyline was
approximately 2,800 feet long and the tailhold was 400
feet in elevation below the yarder. 1 3/8 inch cable was
used for the skyline. The area was back bladed and the
dozer was set at the top of the skid road. No berm was created in front of the blade.
The calculated anchor capacity was 10,717 lbs, and movement began at 6,038 lbs. There were two series of movement. The first occurred at around the 1 minute mark.
The next movement began at around 6 minutes. In both
occasions, movement was arrested as the bulldozer was
stopped by a berm of soil in front of it.

Figure E.13.3. Final position of dozer after movement.
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Field Test 14 – Results
Date:

9/22/2015

Time:

7:04 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

45°
Lacomb
Guyline
Caterpillar D7
Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

44,600

Blade Embedment (in)

0

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)

18

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-6.8

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

9.7

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1071

Soil Moisture Content (%)

54

Degree of Saturation (%)

63.74

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

78.6

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

37.25

Soil Cohesion (psf)
Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)
Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

49
25,545
n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

19,020

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.115

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

7/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.14.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 14.

Figure E.14.2. Dozer being used as guyline sitting on slash.

79,600

Test 14 was performed near Lacomb, Oregon. A Thunderbird swing yarder was used at the landing with three guylines anchoring the yarder. For this test, a Caterpillar D7
dozer was used as an anchor for one of the guylines. Movement was not expected, and significant movement did not
occur.

The calculated anchor capacity was 25,545 lbs. The maximum loading recorded was 19,020 lbs. The equipment
should have been rigged to have the cable over the blade
with sufficient protection.
Figure E.14.3. Yard tower in background.
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Field Test 15 – Results
Date:

9/22/2015

Time:

9:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type
Equipment Weight (lb)

58°
Lacomb
Guyline
Excavator
97,530

Blade Embedment (in)

12

Blade Width (in)

48

Anchor Height (in)

240

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-1.2

Cable Angle (θ) (°)
Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

2
1128

Soil Moisture Content (%)

50

Degree of Saturation (%)

43.38

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

61.47

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

33.23

Soil Cohesion (psf)

24

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

61,828

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

4,594

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)
Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)
Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

n/a
12,280
0.129

Soil Classification (USCS)

SM,SC

Basic Soil Type

Coarse

Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.15.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 15.

7/8

Figure E.15.2. Excavator used as guyline anchor with teeth of
bucket embedded.

79,600

Test 15 was performed near Lacomb, Oregon. A Thunderbird swing yarder was used at the landing with three
guylines anchoring the yarder. For this test, a John Deere
992D-LC excavator was used as an anchor for one of the
three guylines. Movement was not expected, and significant movement did not occur. The calculated anchor capacity in drained conditions was 61,828 lbs. The maximum loading recorded was 12,280 lbs.

Figure E.15.3. Excavator boom with high anchor attachment point.
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Field Test 16 – Results
Date:

9/22/2015

Time:

10:42 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

62°
Lacomb
Tailhold
International TD-25
Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

66,224

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

n/a

Anchor Height (in)

26

Ground Slope (β) (°)

17.7

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

9.4

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1034

Soil Moisture Content (%)

64

Degree of Saturation (%)

51.38

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

63.36

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

34

Soil Cohesion (psf)

0

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

70,266

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

71,709

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

10,270

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.435

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.16.2. Dozer being used as tailhold anchor.

7/8
79,600

Test 16 was performed near Lacomb, Oregon. A thunderbird swing yarder was used at the landing with three
guylines anchoring the yarder. For this test, an International TD-25 crawler tractor was used as a tailhold for the
skyline. The yarder was at a significantly higher elevation
than the tailhold. The dozer was placed on a mound, giving it a very high hillslope angle, which contributed to its
large calculated anchoring capacity. The anchor capacity was 70,266 lbs and the maximum recorded load was
10,270 lbs. No movement was expected or occurred, but
0.45 inches of displacement occurred due to soil creep and
compression under repeated loading.
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Figure E.16.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 16.

Figure E.16.3. Dozer resting on steep slope with rear attachment
point.

Field Test 17 – Results
Date:

10/8/2015

Time:

12:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

70°
Falls City
Guyline
International TD 25
Crawler Tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

66,224

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

n/a

Anchor Height (in)

35

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-8.4

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

19.3

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

390

Soil Moisture Content (%)

31

Degree of Saturation (%)

38.48

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

69.8

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

41.4

Soil Cohesion (psf)

67

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

39,904

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

3,049

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)
Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)
Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

n/a
7,642
0.11

Soil Classification (USCS)

SM,SC

Basic Soil Type

Coarse

Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.17.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 17.

Figure E.17.2. Dozer being used as guyline anchor.

1
103,400

Test 17 was performed in Falls City. An International TD
25 Crawler Tractordozer was used as a guyline anchor
for one of the 8 guylines supporting the yarder. The right
grouser was resting on a stump providing additional resistance. The calculated anchor capacity for this set up
was 39,904 lbs. The maximum load of 7,642 did not move
the dozer more than 0.1 inch.

Figure E.17.3. Dozer with guyline attached to rear of dozer.
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Field Test 18 – Results
Date:

10/8/2015

Time:

12:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

70°
Falls City
Guyline
Caterpillar D8H
crawler tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

70,503

Blade Embedment (in)

0

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)

80

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-5.2

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

20.1

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

424

Soil Moisture Content (%)

34

Degree of Saturation (%)

36.63

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

64.2

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

36

Soil Cohesion (psf)

122

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

40,814

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

186

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

17,070

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.11

Soil Classification (USCS)

CH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.18.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 18.

Figure E.18.2. Dozer being used as guyline anchor, with guyline
attached to ripper.

1
103,400

Test 18 was performed in Falls City. A Caterpillar D8H
crawler tractor was used as a guyline anchor for one of
the 8 guylines supporting the yarder. The left grouser was
resting on a stump. The dozer had rippers attached to the
rear of the dozer. The grousers were not buried. The calculated anchor capacity was 40,814 lbs, and the maximum
load of 17,070 lbs did not move the dozer significantly.

Figure E.18.3. Yarder tower in the background with guyline
connected to dozer.
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Field Test 19 – Results
Date:

10/15/2015

Time:

12:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

60°
Hagg Lake
Tailhold
Caterpillar D7
crawler tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

45,600

Blade Embedment (in)

4

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)

35

Ground Slope (β) (°)

4.6

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

9.9

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

0

Soil Moisture Content (%)

25

Degree of Saturation (%)

51.26

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

90.57

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

14

Soil Cohesion (psf)

0

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

14,814

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

3,276

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)
Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)
Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

n/a
10,100
0.13

Soil Classification (USCS)

GW,GM

Basic Soil Type

Gravel

Cable Size (in)

7/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.19.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 19.

Figure E.19.2. Dozer being used as tailhold for skyline.

79,600

Test 19 was performed near Hagg Lake. A Caterpillar D7
crawler tractor was used as a tailhold for a swing yarder. The cable length was approximately 1,700 ft from the
yarder to the tailhold. The dozer was placed on a previous truck turnout that consisted of mostly gravel. The
calculated anchor capacity was 14,814 lbs. The maximum
load of 10,100 did not cause the tractor to move more than
0.1 inch.

Figure E.19.3. Skyline is attached underneath the dozer, with cable
ran over the blade.
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Field Test 20 – Results
Date:

11/10/2015

Time:

12:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):

45°

Location:

Dallas

Anchor Type

Tailhold

Equipment Type

Caterpillar D8 crawler
tractorDozer

Equipment Weight (lb)

70,503

Blade Embedment (in)

26

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)

35

Ground Slope (β) (°)

5.95

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

3.5

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

0

Soil Moisture Content (%)

39

Degree of Saturation (%)

71.69

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

94.3

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

14

Soil Cohesion (psf)

0

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)
Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)
Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)
Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

29,822
1,848
n/a
16,920
0.25

Soil Classification (USCS)

GM,GC

Basic Soil Type

Gravel

Cable Size (in)

1 3/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.20.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test
20. Around 33 minutes the cable was completely slacked off for a
quick adjustment to the yarder.

Figure E.20.2. Dozer being used as tailhold for skyline.

192,000

Test 20 was performed near Dallas, OR. A Caterpillar
D8 crawler tractor was used as a tailhold for a skyline.
There was approximately 2,400 ft of cable running from
the tower to the tailhold. The tower was about 560 feet
higher in elevation than the dozer. A vane shear test was
not performed because the dozer was resting on an old
gravel road. The calculated anchor capacity was 29,822
lbs. The maximum load of 16,920 lbs did not cause significant movement.
Figure E.20.3. Large berm constructed in front of blade to provide
resistance.
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Field Test 21 – Results
Date:

12/1/2015

Time:

9:22 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

35°
Dallas
Tailhold
Caterpillar D8
crawler tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

70,503

Blade Embedment (in)

31

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)
Ground Slope (β) (°)
Cable Angle (θ) (°)
Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)
Soil Moisture Content (%)

36
-4.35
1.2
1601
36

Degree of Saturation (%)

81.09

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

104.09

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

28.92

Soil Cohesion (psf)

258

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)

78,563

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

98,025

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

12,520

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.53

Soil Classification (USCS)

ML

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.21.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for
test 21. The load drops after 60 minutes resulted from the yard
engineer dropping the slackline for repairs.

1 3/8
192,000

Figure E.22.2. Dozer being used as tailhold for skyline.

Test 21 was performed near Dallas, OR. A Caterpillar D8
crawler tractordozer was used as a tailhold for a skyline.
A Large berm was constructed in front of the blade to provide additional resistance. The dozer was approximately
2,000 ft from the yarder with the dozer sitting about 400 ft
lower in elevation than the yarder. The calculated anchor
capacity was 78,563 lbs. The maximum load of 12,520 lbs
resulted in only negative displacements occurring from
ratcheting of the equipment under repeated loading and
subsequent relaxation.
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Field Test 22 – Results
Date:

12/17/2015

Time:

9:10 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

35°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648L rubber
tired skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

40,000

Blade Embedment (in)

6

Blade Width (in)

48

Anchor Height (in)

45

Ground Slope (β) (°)

9.7

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-7.2

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1643

Soil Moisture Content (%)

37

Degree of Saturation (%)

86.26

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

106.3

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

9.67

Soil Cohesion (psf)

134

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

14,833

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

7,043

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

6,300

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

10,950

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

2.45

Soil Classification (USCS)

CH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

3/4

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

58,800

Test 22 was a direct pull test performed in McDonaldDunn research forest about 15 minutes from Corvallis,
OR. A John Deere 648L rubber tired skidder was set up
to replicate a mobile anchor position. A cable system was
connected to the skidder with a shovel logger pulling the
cable to replicate a load being applied to the cable from
logging operations. Conditions were rainy and the soil
was saturated. The dozer began to move at 6,300 lbs. The
calculated anchor capacity in undrained soil conditions
was 7,043, lbs.
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Figure E.22.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 22.

Figure E.22.2. Skidder set up for direct pull test.

Field Test 23 – Results
Date:

12/17/2015

Time:

9:45 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

35°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648L rubber
tired skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

40,000

Blade Embedment (in)

6

Blade Width (in)

48

Anchor Height (in)

36

Ground Slope (β) (°)

7.2

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-3.2

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1643

Soil Moisture Content (%)

37

Degree of Saturation (%)

86.26

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

106.3

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

9.67

Soil Cohesion (psf)

134

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

11,946

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

5,025

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

6,120

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

12,500

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

21.07

Soil Classification (USCS)

CH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

¾

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.23.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 23.

Figure E.23.2. Skidder set up for direct pull test.

58,800

Test 23 was a direct pull test performed in McDonaldDunn research forest about 15 minutes from Corvallis,
OR. A John Deere 648L rubber tired skidder was set up
to replicate a mobile anchor position. A cable system was
connected to the skidder with a shovel logger pulling the
cable to replicate a load being applied to the cable from
logging operations. Conditions were rainy and the soil
was saturated. The skidder began to move at 6,120 lbs.
The calculated anchor capacity in undrained soil conditions was 5,025 lbs. A stump was in front of the right rear
tire providing some additional resistance until the tire
slid around it.

Figure E.23.3. Cable attachment point. Tires in saturated, clay soil.
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Field Test 24 – Results
Date:

12/17/2015

Time:

10:45 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

35°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648L rubber
tire skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

40,000

Blade Embedment (in)

6

Blade Width (in)

48

Anchor Height (in)

56

Ground Slope (β) (°)

1.5

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-1.8

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1267

Soil Moisture Content (%)

52

Degree of Saturation (%)

92.13

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

101.3

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

27.16

Soil Cohesion (psf)

53

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

22,256

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

1,048

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

5,150

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

9,061

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

30.31

Soil Classification (USCS)

CH

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

3/4

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

58,800

Test 24 was a direct pull test performed in McDonaldDunn research forest about 15 minutes from Corvallis,
OR. A John Deere 648L rubber tire skidder was set up to
replicate a mobile anchor position. A cable system was
connected to the skidder with a shovel logger pulling the
cable to replicate a load being applied to the cable from
logging operations. Conditions were rainy. The skidder
began to move at 5,150 lbs. The calculated anchor capacity in undrained soil conditions was 1,048 lbs.
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Figure E.24.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 24.

Figure E.24.2. Skidder set up for direct pull test.

Field Test 25 – Results
Date:

1/26/2016

Time:

9:45 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

37°
Salt Creek
Guyline
Caterpillar D8H crawler
tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

70,503

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)

60

Ground Slope (β) (°)

-4.9

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-3.2

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

1072

Soil Moisture Content (%)

45

Degree of Saturation (%)

94.31

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

106.6

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

31.54

Soil Cohesion (psf)

508

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

61,057

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

8,424

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

6,914

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.2

Soil Classification (USCS)

CL

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

1 1/4

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.25.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 25.

Figure E.25.2. Dozer being used for guyline anchor.

159,800

Test 25 was performed near Salt Creek. A Caterpillar D8H
crawler tractor was used as a guyline anchor for one of
the 8 guylines from the tower yarder. The dozer had a ripper mounted on the rear and it was embedded about 2
inches adding resistance. The right rear track had a stump
against the back side of the grouser providing additional
resistance. The maximum load recorded was 6,914 lbs.
The calculated anchor capacity was 61,057 lbs.

Figure E.25.3. Dozer with rippers embedded.
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Field Test 26 – Results
Date:

1/26/2016

Time:

9:45 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

37°
Salt Creek
Guyline
Caterpillar D8 crawler
tractor

Equipment Weight (lb)

70,503

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

144

Anchor Height (in)
Ground Slope (β) (°)
Cable Angle (θ) (°)
Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

52
-11.3
1044

Soil Moisture Content (%)

42

Degree of Saturation (%)

82.22

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

100.3

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

31.54

Soil Cohesion (psf)

508

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

51,702

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

2,415

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

n/a

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

7,075

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

0.1

Soil Classification (USCS)

CL

Basic Soil Type

Fine

Cable Size (in)

1.25

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.26.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 26.

-8

Figure E.26.2. Dozer being used for guyline anchor. Stump
providing additional resistance.

159,800

Test 26 was performed near Salt Creek. A Caterpillar D8
crawler tractor was used as a guyline anchor for one of the
8 guylines from the tower yarder. The left rear track had a
stump against the back side of the grouser providing additional resistance. The maximum recorded load was 7,075
lbs. The calculated anchor capacity was 51,702 lbs. The
dozer did not move more than 0.1 inch.

Figure E.26.3. Guyline connected to rear of dozer.
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Field Test 27 – Results
Date:

2/19/2016

Time:

8:00 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

40°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648L rubber
tire skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

40,000

Blade Embedment (in)

6

Blade Width (in)

120

Anchor Height (in)

83

Ground Slope (β) (°)

6.3

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

-7

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)
Soil Moisture Content (%)

1096
51

Degree of Saturation (%)

45.97

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

63.43

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

25.04

Soil Cohesion (psf)

151

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

9,992

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

4,510

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

5,889

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

10,530

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

33.9

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

fine

Cable Size (in)

3/4

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.27.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 27.

Figure E.27.2. Skidder set up for pull test.

58,800

Test 27 was performed in Oregon State University’s McDonald-Dunn Research Forest near Corvallis, OR. The
test was set up to replicate the forces on a mobile anchor
at peak loading to induce movement. A John Deere 648L
rubber tire skidder was placed on soil without the blade
engaged. The skidder moved 2 inches at a force of 5,889
pounds. The calculated anchor capacity for undrained
conditions at this test site was 4,510 pounds. The skidder
moved in excess of 30”.
Figure E.27.3. Tires of skidder engaged in soil.
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Field Test 28 – Results
Date:

2/19/2016

Time:

8:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

40°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648L rubber
tire skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

40,000

Blade Embedment (in)

8

Blade Width (in)

120

Anchor Height (in)

24

Ground Slope (β) (°)

6

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

1.1

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)
Soil Moisture Content (%)

1096
51

Degree of Saturation (%)

45.97

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

63.43

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

25.04

Soil Cohesion (psf)

151

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)

11,904

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

19,040

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

15,750

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

21,096

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

4

Soil Classification (USCS)

MH

Basic Soil Type

fine

Cable Size (in)

¾

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.28.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 28.

Figure E.28.2. Skidder set up for pull test with blade engagement.

58,800

Test 28 was performed in Oregon State University’s McDonald-Dunn Research Forest near Corvallis, OR. The test
was set up to replicate the forces on a mobile anchor at
peak loading to induce movement. A John Deere 648L rubber tire skidder was placed on soil with 8 inches of blade
engagement. The skidder moved 2 inches at a force of
15,750 pounds. The calculated anchor capacity for undrained conditions at this test site was 19,040 pounds. The
skidder moved 4 inches with a 20,000 pound load.
Figure E.28.3. Tires of skidder engaged in soil.
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Field Test 29 – Results
Date:

2/19/2016

Time:

9:00 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

40°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648L rubber
tire skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

40,000

Blade Embedment (in)

2

Blade Width (in)

120

Anchor Height (in)

24

Ground Slope (β) (°)

2.8

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

1.2

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

0

Soil Moisture Content (%)

47

Degree of Saturation (%)

-

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

105

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

14

Soil Cohesion (psf)

0

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil
shear strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

2,016
-

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

13,332

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

20,682

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

20.15

Soil Classification (USCS)

GM

Basic Soil Type

Gravel

Cable Size (in)

¾

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.29.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 29.

58,800

Test 29 was performed in Oregon State University’s McDonald-Dunn Research Forest near Corvallis, OR. The test
was set up to replicate the forces on a mobile anchor at
peak loading to induce movement. A John Deere 648L rubber tire skidder was placed on gravel with 2 inches of blade
engagement. As the skidder slid forward, blade depth increased. The skidder moved 2 inches at a force of 13,332
pounds. The calculated anchor capacity for drained conditions at this test site was 2,016 pounds.

Figure E.29.2. Skidder set up for pull test with blade engagement
on gravel.
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Field Test 30 – Results
Date:

2/19/2016

Time:

9:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:
Anchor Type
Equipment Type

40°
McDonald-Dunn
Direct Pull
John Deere 648L
rubber tire skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

40,000

Blade Embedment (in)

n/a

Blade Width (in)

120

Anchor Height (in)

18

Ground Slope (β) (°)

2.8

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

2.2

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

0

Soil Moisture Content (%)

47

Degree of Saturation (%)

-

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

105

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

14

Soil Cohesion (psf)

0

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained soil shear
strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear strength (lb)

1,954
-

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement (lb)

11,592

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

16,137

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

26.8

Soil Classification (USCS)

GM

Basic Soil Type
Cable Size (in)
Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Gravel

Figure E.30.2. Skidder set up for pull test without blade
engagement on gravel.

3/4
58,800

Test 30 was performed in Oregon State University’s McDonald-Dunn Research Forest near Corvallis, OR. The test
was set up to replicate the forces on a mobile anchor at
peak loading to induce movement. A John Deere 648L rubber tire skidder was placed on gravel with no blade engagement. The skidder moved 2 inches at a force of 11,592
pounds. The calculated anchor capacity for drained conditions at this test site was 1,954 pounds. The test was performed to determine how much blade engagement made a
difference with similar conditions to Test 29. The skidder
moved with about 1,700 pounds less force when the blade
was not engaged.
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Figure E.30.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test 30.

Figure E.30.3. Skidder on gravel road set up for pull test.

Field Test 31 – Results
Date:

8/4/2014

Time:

12:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:

70°
McDonald-Dunn

Anchor Type

Tailhold

Equipment Type

Skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

31,000

Blade Embedment (in)

7

Blade Width (in)

60

Anchor Height (in)

48

Ground Slope (β) (°)

3.4

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

17

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

0

Soil Moisture Content (%)

-

Degree of Saturation (%)

-

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

110

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

44

Soil Cohesion (psf)

0

Calculated Anchor Capacity for drained
soil shear strength (lb)

26,894

Anchor Capacity for undrained soil shear
strength (lb)

-

Cable Tension Load at Anchor Movement
(lb)

26,000

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

26,000

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

13

Soil Classification (USCS)

GM

Basic Soil Type

Gravel

Cable Size (in)

7/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

Figure E.31.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test
31. X axis represents 20 minutes of time.

112,000

Test 31 was performed in Oregon State University’s McDonald-Dunn Research Forest near Corvallis, OR. The test
was set up using a skidder as an anchor for a skyline. The
calculated anchor capacity was 26,894 lbs. and movement
began at 26,000 lbs.
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Field Test 32 – Results
Date:

8/4/2014

Time:

12:30 AM

Air Temperature (°F):
Location:

70°
McDonald-Dunn

Anchor Type

Tailhold

Equipment Type

Skidder

Equipment Weight (lb)

31,000

Blade Embedment (in)

5

Blade Width (in)

60

Anchor Height (in)

48

Ground Slope (β) (°)

4

Cable Angle (θ) (°)

18

Undrained Shear Strength of Soil (psf)

0

Soil Moisture Content (%)

-

Degree of Saturation (%)

-

Soil Density (γ) (pcf)

110

Soil Angle of Internal Friction (φ) (°)

44

Soil Cohesion (psf)

0

Calculated Anchor Capacity for
drained soil shear strength (lb)
Anchor Capacity for undrained soil
shear strength (lb)

26,831
-

Cable Tension Load at Anchor
Movement (lb)

27,000

Maximum Cable Tension Load (lb)

27,000

Maximum Movement Recorded (in)

25

Soil Classification (USCS)

GM

Basic Soil Type

Gravel

Cable Size (in)

7/8

Cable Breaking Strength (lb)

112,000

Test 32 was performed in Oregon State University’s McDonald-Dunn Research Forest near Corvallis, OR. The test
was set up using a skidder as an anchor for a skyline. The
calculated anchor capacity was 26,831 lbs. and movement
began at 27,000 lbs.
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Figure E.32.1. Cable loading and displacement over time for test
32. X axis represents 11 minutes of time.

10. Appendix F – Movement of Mobile Anchors
Load (lbs)

Load (lbs)

Measured Displacement (inches)

Measured Displacement (inches)

Predicted Displacement (inches)

Predicted Displacement (inches)
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40
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35

15000
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5

5
0
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40
Time (seconds)

60

80
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0

Figure F.1. Test 2 movement graph.
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Figure F.2. Test 8 movement graph.
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Figure F.3. Test 9 movement graph.
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Figure F.4. Test 10 movement graph.
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Load (lbs)

Load (lbs)

Measured Displacement (inches)

Measured Displacement (inches)

Predicted Displacement (inches)

Predicted Displacement (inches)
50

25000
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Figure F.5. Test 11 movement graph.
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Figure F.6. Test 13-1 movement graph.
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Figure F.7. Test 13-2 movement graph.
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Figure F.8. Test 22 movement graph.
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Figure F.9. Test 23 movement graph.
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Figure F.10. Test 24 movement graph.
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Figure F.11. Test 27 movement graph.
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Figure F.12. Test 28 movement graph.
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Figure F.13. Test 29 movement graph.
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Figure F.14. Test 30 movement graph.
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